“Dangerous speech” is a term for hate speech that, under the right conditions, can influence people to accept, condone and commit violence against members of a group. How can those seeking to prevent violence strategically use communication to preempt and counter the influence of dangerous speech?

To be successful, peace actors must be able to identify audiences for their interventions, understand these audiences, choose speakers and mediums that can reach and influence them, craft effective messages, and avoid risks.

The concepts, approaches, tools, and examples included in this Guide can help peace actors think through opportunities and risks and use strategic communication to prevent dangerous speech from facilitating group-targeted violence. This Guide is not a "How-To" manual, but a tool that peace actors can use and adapt according to their knowledge, judgment, and goals.
If you are using this resource, please let us know!

We are building a community of practice, and we would like to improve this resource for you. You can share your comments, questions, feedback, or experiences by emailing us at: dangerouspeech@ushmm.org
How can you use this Guide to meet your needs?
You can use the Guide to:

1. **Become familiar with concepts** about how to create effective communications to influence audiences in the face of dangerous speech.

2. **Learn skills** that will help you understand the environment for your communications, select and analyze the audiences you wish to influence, and choose effective mediums, speakers, and messages.

3. **Design interventions** that avoid unintended consequences and effectively influence intended audiences.

4. **Adapt and respond** to changing contexts and audiences.
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Introduction
“Dangerous speech” is speech that increases the risk for violence targeting certain people because of their membership in a group, such as an ethnic, religious, or racial group. It includes both speech that qualifies as incitement and speech that makes incitement possible by conditioning its audience to accept, condone, and commit violence against people who belong to a targeted group.1 For example, Hutu extremists were able to incite genocide in Rwanda in part because years of propaganda had influenced Hutus to view Tutsis as less than human and so dangerous that they must be eliminated from the country. The propagandists’ goal may not have been genocide, but their work prepared Hutus to understand and answer the call to act when extremist leaders launched the genocide.

Dangerous speech can take a variety of forms, such as an actual speech, a pamphlet, an online post, a video, an image or message on a T-shirt, or even a song. Its message may call for violence against a target group or may portray the target group in a way that makes violence against it seem reasonable, justified, and necessary. Dangerous speech often dehumanizes the group it targets (e.g., by calling its members rats, dogs, or lice), accuses the target group of planning to harm the audience, and presents the target group’s existence as a dire threat to the audience. Speech may be dangerous even if it isn’t intended to cause violence: for example, a false rumor that a rival group is planning to attack could make violence against the group’s members seem like justified self-defense.2

The message by itself cannot make speech dangerous; the other factors that give speech the power to provoke violence include: 3

- A speaker who is influential or popular with the audience;
- A medium (the means used to communicate a message) that makes the audience more likely to access, believe, or spread the speech;
- A context that increases the risk that the speech will provoke violence toward a group;
- An audience that is receptive to speech that promotes violence, fear, or hatred toward a group.
Measures that prevent dangerous speech from conditioning and inciting audiences to commit group-targeted harm (such as discrimination, persecution or violent attacks) can enhance efforts to prevent genocide, mass atrocities, and other forms of collective violence that target victims based on their group identity. Interventions that strategically use communication to prevent and reduce the impact of dangerous speech on its intended audience provide a means to counteract dangerous speech without restricting the right to free expression. The goal of this Guide is to acquaint users with information, skills and tools they can use to design safe and effective interventions that use strategic communication to counteract the impact of dangerous speech (hereafter referred to as Dangerous Speech Interventions or DSIs).

Dangerous Speech Interventions should aim to:

- Reduce the likelihood that audiences will accept and spread dangerous speech;
- Reduce the likelihood that audiences will condone or participate in group-targeted harm;
- Increase willingness among audience members to speak out against efforts to foment group-targeted hate.

To be successful, DSIs must reach and influence audiences that may be influenced by dangerous speech. In designing DSIs, it is important to identify specific audiences for the interventions, understand why they may be receptive to the message of dangerous speech, choose speakers and mediums that can reach and influence them, craft effective messages, and recognize and avoid risks.
There are three Guiding Principles for DSIs:

1. **Local Approach:** Working with local partners is key. Community-level partners understand their specific context and have knowledge and social capital that is needed to make interventions successful. While intergroup hostility and conflict occurring within a country may be based on national-level grievances, local factors and influences help determine when and how violence happens. Working with local partners will be crucial in order to understand, monitor, and respond to dynamics at the local level and to create approaches that are tailored for specific demographic and geographic audiences.

2. **Goal-Oriented & Strategic:** Clear and specific goals can guarantee that each DSI is designed based on intended outcomes and that each piece of DSI strategy and content has a clear and measureable aim. General goals, such as reducing the risk that audience members will condone or participate in group-targeted harm, can guide an overall intervention. Smaller, “micro-goals” (such as prompting audience members to question a rumor or refrain from repeating a message) should determine the intended impact of each piece of the strategy and message content, and should clearly connect to the intervention’s overarching goals.

3. **Do No Harm & Manage Risks:** Because they are likely to be implemented in the context of ongoing intergroup hostility or conflict, DSIs face significant risks and challenges. Poorly designed interventions can result in simply “preaching to the converted,” or worse, can increase an audience’s exposure and receptivity to dangerous speech. This Guide provides insights and risk analysis tools to help practitioners analyze risks and ensure that, above all else, they do not cause additional harm. While each practitioner must ultimately make decisions based on his or her knowledge and best judgment as to whether the intervention could cause unintended harm, the concepts and tools included here can help facilitate this evaluation. Beyond this Guide, there are several resources available to assist with Do No Harm assessments.
The Guide includes relevant concepts, approaches, tools, and examples that can be used to design DSIs. The Guide is broken into three phases of intervention design: Understand Context and Conflict; Select and Analyze Audiences; Select and Design Mediums, Speakers, and Message Content.

A workbook with exercises for conducting each of these design phases accompanies this guide. Consider, choose, adapt, and implement the approaches and the exercises (found in the workbooks) based on your context, priorities, and needs. The topics and design components covered under each phase are as follows.
Phase 1
Understand Context and Conflict

Phase 2
Select and Analyze Audiences

Phase 3
Select and Design Mediums, Speakers & Message Content
PHASE 1 | UNDERSTAND CONTEXT AND CONFLICT

As a first step in designing a DSI, it is critical to review and consider a range of contextual factors that relate to existing dangerous speech and efforts to counteract it. In addition to providing an overview of contextual factors to consider, this section of the guide outlines how contextual factors relate to the design process, gives guidance on predicting conflict trajectories and setting broad goals for the intervention, and provides descriptions of context research tools.
A clear understanding of the audience is crucial for setting clear, targeted goals and identifying whom to influence and how. This section provides frameworks for breaking the audience into different target groups, understanding the audience, and setting audience-specific goals. The section also suggests tools for audience research.
PHASE 3: DESIGN MEDIUMS, SPEAKERS, AND MESSAGE CONTENT

1: Mediums: This section outlines an approach for selecting mediums that can reach and influence the targeted audience, and it provides a summary of relevant concepts and strategies. It also explains medium-related risks and provides suggestions for how to mitigate these risks.

2: Speakers: In addition to outlining strategies and concepts for selecting speakers, this section includes a set of tools for developing and leveraging a brand. It also describes different types of risk and risk mitigation strategies.

3: Message Content: This section outlines an approach for setting message goals and developing message content, then explains relevant theories and concepts that can be employed and considered for message development. It also includes an overview of message risk analysis and message development research tools.
6 | EXAMPLES FROM THE FIELD

This guide draws on experiences and examples of actual interventions that helped reduce the impact of dangerous speech on its intended audience. The following interventions are referenced throughout the Guide:
Interfaith Mediation Center in Northern Nigeria

The Interfaith Mediation Center (IMC) recruits pastors, imams, and other religious leaders to counter negative messages and events. They use a variety of mediums, including gathering people in their communities to talk face-to-face and using news media such as radio to make joint statements and discuss issues. They use verses from the Bible and the Koran to counter negative messages. They respond to incitement and events in real-time through a system of trained community members who monitor events at the local level.³

Sisi ni Amani Kenya

Sisi ni Amani Kenya used a text messaging platform combined with face-to-face outreach and grassroots programming to reach more than 20 communities and 65,000 subscribers with messages that aimed to change behavior around group-targeted harm during the 2013 election cycle. The messages focused on civic education (to decrease vulnerability to rumors), civic engagement (using the messages to invite people to public events that created unity), and violence prevention (sending messages to mitigate the impact of rumors and incitement, and remind people about the cost of violence).⁷
“I am Karachi” in Pakistan

As part of the “I am Karachi” initiative, artists and designers have come together to collaborate and replace the negative graffiti (called wall chalkings, which have historically been used as a means of public communication and in the recent past have turned into a space for divisive propaganda) that cover the city’s walls with positive images and messages that unite people with a common identity of living in Karachi. The negative wall chalkings often target groups and build and deepen divides and conflict. In addition to reclaiming public spaces, this initiative helps build a group of artists dedicated to challenging hatred and divisiveness and promoting unity and a positive place-based identity.9

Tuzla in Bosnia (1990s)

In the early 1990s, the people of Tuzla, a city in Bosnia, were able to reject the violence that spread throughout the country based on ethnic and religious divides. The city’s leadership predicted the violence that was to come and, together with the city’s residents, conducted a strong and successful campaign to promote a unified Tuzlan identity through strong communications and actions. Not only did the city’s inhabitants reject violence, people stayed in the city and continued to work and mix together across ethnic and religious lines.8
Muslim Community in Rwanda (1994)

Rwanda’s Muslim community is an example of a group (a full community rather than isolated individuals) that resisted the appeal of dangerous speech and other pressures to participate in the genocide. The Muslim community, which had both Hutu and Tutsi members, not only refused to participate in the genocide but actively opposed it. Its actions during the genocide included rescuing, hiding, and taking care of Muslim and non-Muslim Tutsis, and providing safe haven in mosques. Muslims also rejected commands to kill or reveal Tutsis hidden in their communities, on several occasions going so far as to fight back and be killed themselves. The Muslim religious leadership played a key role in inspiring and organizing the community’s resistance to the genocide. While many factors contributed to this resistance to the genocide, there are several key strategies that relate to DSIs.

Sawa Shabab Radio Show in South Sudan (USIP)

Sawa Shabaab is a radio drama designed to “increase [listeners’] knowledge and change their attitudes regarding conflict.” It was created in response to broadcasts of “war songs and radio stories that glorify conflict, combined with social media filled with comments that instigate violence” in South Sudan. Sawa Shabaab is an example of edutainment, using an education curriculum and presenting it through a radio drama. It aims to get citizens to take an active role in peacebuilding.
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The first step towards designing an intervention is gathering insights about the environment you're working in, analyzing the contextual factors that affect the impact of dangerous speech, and collecting information that will help you design your intervention.
Part 1:
Understanding How Context Affects Intervention Design

Contextual factors impact how audience members receive and react to mediums, speakers, and message content.

For example, the historical context—not only what happened but how people interpret it— influences how people view current events. It also feeds into the narrative context—such as how people in a group talk about their own identity and their relations with other groups. If a commonly accepted narrative promotes dangerous speech themes (e.g., it portrays all members of another group as inherently bad or dangerous), you will need to develop a strategy to compete with this narrative. If, on the other hand, such a narrative is not yet commonly accepted, you can attempt to prevent it from becoming mainstreamed.

Understanding the context in which your DSI will operate will enable you to adopt strategies and gain insights that are important for the success of your intervention.

By understanding the context, you can:
- Avoid Motivated Reasoning
- Use Geography-based Planning
- Assess Outside involvement
- Identify Speakers, Partners, and Resources
- Learn from the Negative
- Build on What Exists
- Anticipate Risk
- Understand Pressures Audience Groups Face
- Understand and Identify Proof Points for Different Narratives
Avoid Motivated Reasoning: People tend to accept information that confirms their existing beliefs and feelings, and reject information that contradicts them. This is called “motivated reasoning,” and it means that providing people with corrective information often does not work and may even strengthen their original beliefs. This also means that when people receive new information, their existing beliefs and feelings may have more influence over whether they believe or reject this information than rational reasoning.

Confronting information that directly challenges existing beliefs can be psychologically threatening to people, especially if the information challenges their sense of identity. This means that while it is tempting to directly counter speech that promotes group-targeted harm with more accurate information, this strategy is often ineffective and may even backfire.

By understanding relevant history and how people understand and interpret events, the narratives people tell, the beliefs they hold true and the values that are important to their identities, you can develop messaging content that will avoid motivated reasoning. You can also strategize about how to address long-standing beliefs and values that connect to group-targeted harm. Understanding group values is important because framing new information using values a group prioritizes may make individuals in that group more open to changing their minds. You should also avoid framing new information or positive goals in terms of values the group rejects. If you know how a group views itself, you can ensure that your messaging does not go against the group’s self-image for peace (e.g., it is actually more heroic to promote an alternative way to resolve grievance than to engage in violence).

Use Geography-based Planning: Understanding the geographic spread and risk of group-targeted harm will help you define the scope of your intervention. You can identify key places to prioritize and strategize about where to intervene and when for the highest impact (and in order to distribute your resources effectively). You can identify locations where your intervention is most likely to be able to operate with stability over the longest time period possible and consider ways to support these locations’ resistance to violence.

Assess Outside Involvement: If you are an outsider to the context or receiving outside support, understanding how you are perceived can help you identify the best ways to frame, make public, or not make public, outside involvement. It is important to be careful and thoughtful about international involvement, and it may be best not to include any international branding. Foreign support and perceptions of foreign donors and their motives can create a reputational and security risk for DSIs. In many situations, the target group of dangerous speech is perceived and described to be engaged with outside actors, or to be “foreigners,” and conspiracy theories about outside actors (and negative motives for their engagement) may easily gain traction and discredit an initiative, even if the situation is currently friendly. In addition, publicized foreign support can create high financial expectations for partners and participants, jeopardizing your ability to get local buy-in without financial incentives.

Insight from the Field: Interfaith Mediation Center (IMC) in Nigeria

When IMC decides where to go to identify and train new speakers, they select communities where conflict has happened or is likely to happen. They prioritize at-risk areas for in-depth workshops and training with religious and traditional leaders. This demonstrates how geographic analysis and planning can help interventions target at-risk locations and ensure that localized programming has an impact.
Identify Speakers, Partners and Resources: Your contextual understanding can help you identify speakers, partners, and resources. Potential speakers can be drawn from your analysis of different identities and groups and their leaders. By identifying people who are already countering dangerous speech and group-targeted harm, you can develop a list of initial speakers and potential partners and assess their strengths, challenges, and the resources that exist in support of countering dangerous speech. Understanding what motivates these people and groups can help you understand how to motivate new speakers.

Learn from the Negative: If you can figure out how dangerous speech is being successfully spread (through mediums, types of speakers, and types of message content) with specific audiences, you can gain insights into potential strategies (e.g., the use of a specific medium) for your intervention.

Build on What Exists: Your understanding of the general context will let you build on and learn from what already exists. For example, you can use your historical analysis of when groups were more moderate or extreme to identify narratives that accompanied moderation. You can also identify non-conflict related identities and relationships that that transcend conflict-related identities (such as an identity related to a particular town or profession) and build on them to create spaces for inclusiveness and non-violence. By understanding how the groups interact with each other, you can identify examples of peaceful coexistence and interdependencies between groups that can be used to show the value of peaceful coexistence (Note: This may not work if there are grievances related to these dependencies).

You can also build on existing narratives and norms that restrain dangerous speech and group-targeted harm (or promote peace and inclusiveness), and learn from them (for example, how successful they are and with which audiences). You can use your knowledge of the reaction to those narratives and norms (e.g., any backlash they have received) to predict and analyze risk, and to anticipate and prepare responses to rebuttals against narratives that counteract dangerous speech.

Anticipate Risk: Understanding the risks and backlash (if any) that people speaking against dangerous speech or group-targeted harm already face can help you anticipate risks for your intervention. In addition, your analysis of the actors that promote and support dangerous speech and/or group-targeted harm will help you identify spoilers and people who could pose a threat to your intervention. Finally, understanding how norms that promote dangerous speech and/or group-targeted harm are enforced and who promotes them is an important practical consideration that can help you predict and manage risk for your intervention.

Understand Pressures Audience Groups Face: Fixed, sticky (hard to change), and visible identities (e.g., marked by physical features) can increase pressures for members of audience groups to accept, condone or commit violence against a target group, since they can be easily identified and cannot change their affiliation. Since people need to feel acceptance and belonging in a group, if group identities are rigid and homogenous, it will be more difficult for people to keep their group identity while opposing group-wide norms or beliefs. As tensions or conflict escalate, groups tend to become (or seem) more homogenous and extreme. You can try to build on existing diversity and subgroups within audience groups to prevent the full group identity from being defined by violent actors. You can also support sub-groups or people within the group who do not support group-targeted harm. Once a group’s identity has become dominated by support for dangerous speech and/or group-targeted harm, those who advocate moderation or a different view of identity may be targeted for harm.

Group norms have a strong influence on group members’ actions. Norms that promote prejudice or group-targeted harm can create strong social pressure to conform to such views and even lead to punishment (e.g., social ostracism) for those who speak out against them. Understanding the types of rewards and punishments that your audience groups face will help you understand how they are making decisions. You can also figure out whether broader societal norms can counter or compete with group norm pressures.
Consider Proof Points: Evidence for different claims is important. People act based on the information they have, and based on whether what they see and experience confirms or contradicts that information. When, for example, dangerous speech asserts that the target group poses an existential threat, audience groups will look for confirming evidence (which dangerous speech speakers will often provide). History is a common source of proof points, and a history of intergroup conflict is often cited to support dangerous speech claims. Understanding history can help you identify proof points that can be used to create doubt about dangerous speech claims or to create a competing narrative.
Part 2: Gathering Contextual Understanding

Understanding the context from a variety of perspectives will enable you to capture a breadth of information on the factors that influence how people think and act. You can consider nine types of context:

- Historical
- Current
- Narrative
- Dangerous Speech
- Identity
- Beliefs and Values
- Actors
- Social Norms
- Geographical

On the following pages are series of questions that can help you understand each type of context.
1. Historical Context

What is the relevant history, and how is it discussed and interpreted by different groups?

- What are the main historical events that are relevant to the current dangerous speech and/or conflict?
- How are these historical events told and taught? What stories surround them? Do different identity groups tell different versions of the same events? How is blame assigned? What evidence is used? How is the motivation of different historical groups and actors described? Are these historical events and stories discussed in current dangerous speech? What conclusions, if any, are drawn from them?
- Is there a history of intergroup violence? If so: What was the level of harm/violence? What stories does each group tell about victims, heroes, and villains? What triggered the violence? What justification did perpetrators give for using violence?
- How have the groups historically interacted over time? When have they been more moderate or extreme? Who has led them at each of these times?
- What are historical group grievances? How does each group talk about these grievances? What stories are told about how the grievances came to be? What proof is used?

2. Current Context

What is the current situation of concern?

- Are there specific events/actors of concern?
- Is there currently prejudice? To what degree? Are any groups currently being targeted for economic harm, social harm, harassment, or physical violence? By whom? What form does it take? When does it happen? Who leads it?
- What role do rumors play in people’s lives? In how people think about targeted groups?
- Are there existing structures (such as gangs, community policing groups, militias) that could be mobilized for violence?

3. Narrative Context

What narratives (“collective stories that frame individuals’ understanding of the events in the world around them” and that people use to interpret situations and take action) do people use to explain and understand new events?

- How are new events interpreted, and what stories are told about them? Which narratives (that are commonly used in society) promote group-targeted prejudice or harm? Do they frame the targeted group as an existential threat? What reasoning or proof is given? Do they use dehumanizing language and/or stereotypes? Do they use stories, myths, or metaphors? How do these narratives justify group-targeted harm? Do they target moderates within the group that is speaking? Who spreads these narratives? Are they effective or ineffective? For which audiences?
- Which, if any, existing narratives promote inclusiveness, tolerance, peace and/or non-violence? Who is spreading them? What arguments, examples, metaphors, stories, myths, or facts are used? Are these narratives effective or ineffective? For which audiences? What arguments are being used to rebut or discredit these narratives? By whom? How successful are they? What is their content?

4. Dangerous Speech Context

What do you know about speech that is or may become dangerous?

- Is there speech that has the tendency to influence a group of people to accept, condone, or commit harm to members of another group (“dangerous speech”)? How frequent or common is it? Is it concentrated or widespread?
- Who are the main speakers?
- Are the speakers trusted and influential with the audience they are addressing?
5. Identity Context

How does the group that dangerous speech addresses (the audience group) and those that it targets for harm (the target group) define themselves and each other? What other identities exist?

- What are the main identities of the audience and target groups? Are they visible (easy for others to identity)? Are they "sticky" (they cannot be easily changed)? How did they come to be? How are members of the different groups identified (e.g., through physical markers, political affiliation)? How rigid are the group identities (e.g., How easily and often do aspects of the group identity change? How much variation is there within each group? Are differences within the group accepted or discouraged)?
- How does the audience to dangerous speech view the targeted group? Are there stereotypes?
- Does either group view the other as a threat (e.g., to the physical survival of its members, or to its continued existence as a separate group)? What information is used to support this argument?
- What other identities do members of each group have (e.g., members of an ethnic group may also have identities based on factors such as their religion, livelihood, region of residence, etc.)?
- What are current interactions like between the groups? How often do they interact and in what situations? Are they physically separated? Do they depend on each other? If so, how do they feel about that? Are there ties (business, social, religious) between groups? How strong and frequent are such ties? Are they positive or negative? Do they have any shared interests? Are there tense or conflict-related interactions? What is the level of trust or distrust between the groups?
- Within each group, are there people who are more moderate or extreme? What is the range of viewpoints about the current dangerous speech situation?

6. Beliefs and Values Context

What are the main values, beliefs, and belief systems that the audience and target groups of dangerous speech claim to hold? How do each of these relate to narratives that promote or counter dangerous speech?

- Which values does each group prioritize or find important? What reasons are given for why these values are the most important?
- What pressures are there to act in line with these values, if any? Are people judged based on these values (i.e., people are seen as good/bad based on whether they embody the values)?
- Which values does each group reject or look down on? What reasons are given for why these values are not good? Who do they think holds these values?
- Does either group have a set belief system (e.g., a religion, political ideology)? Who are leaders within each group's belief system? Describe.
- Which beliefs or values, if any, is the dangerous speech using to justify prejudice and group-targeted harm?
7. Actors Context

Who are the relevant actors?

- Who are leaders in promoting dangerous speech or organizing discrimination or group-targeted harm? What capacities do they have (in terms of influence, access to political power, capacity to mobilize violence)? Who has more or less power within this group of actors?
- Are you able to identify which of these actors is more moderate or more extreme?
- Who offers support for group-targeted harm and/or dangerous speech? What type of support are they offering? What motivates these people to offer support?
- What is the leadership structure of the audience for dangerous speech? Who plays leadership roles at the local, regional, and national levels? Are these leaders promoting, neutral, or against group-targeted harm, discrimination, and dangerous speech?
- Are there people who have already begun to speak or act out against dangerous speech and discrimination/group-targeted harm? What capacities do they have? Are they facing any backlash, risks, or consequences for their actions?

8. Social Norms Context

What existing social norms promote or counter dangerous speech and/or group-targeted harm?

- Are there social norms that promote, encourage, or normalize dangerous speech, prejudice and/or group-targeted harm? What are they? Which groups do they apply to? Who, if anyone, promotes or enforces these norms?
- Are there social norms that promote inclusiveness and tolerance or discourage dangerous speech, prejudice and/or group-targeted harm? What are they? Which groups do they apply to? Who, if anyone, promotes or enforces these norms?

9. Geographical Context

What is the geographic spread of tensions and conflict that fuel dangerous speech?

- What is the overall geographic scope of potential group-targeted harm?
- Are there areas that are potential conflict flashpoints, where group-targeted harm is likely to start? What are these places and what are their characteristics?
- Are there areas that are likely to be the first places group-targeted harm spreads after the initial flashpoints? What are these places and what are their characteristics? What are likely to be the second, third, fourth places group-targeted harm spreads after the initial flashpoints? What do you predict the overall spread of conflict and group-targeted harm might look like?
- Are there places that are likely to be hot spots for group-targeted harm (where there is likely to be a high level of intensity to the violence)?
- Are there areas that are less prone to violence and may remain stable and/or resist violence? What are these places and what are their characteristics?
- Are there places that are likely to become bases for violent actors or for counter-violence or defensive tactics (e.g., by the targeted group)? Where the targeted group might relocate in the event of persecution?
**Outside Actors**

If you are an outside actor or are receiving outside support, it will be important to analyze how outside actors are perceived and discussed.
Because you are designing an intervention to reduce the risk of group-targeted violence, it is important to predict how you believe current dangerous speech could connect to such violence. This means mapping scenarios and conflict trajectories – thinking about the series of events that might occur in the location of your intervention that could lead to an escalation of dangerous speech or to group-targeted violence. For example, if there is a rumor that some members of the group targeted by dangerous speech are heavily armed, that one of them raped a woman from “our group,” or that they are raising market prices unfairly, what are the specific potential responses that could lead to group-targeted violence? What are the events and actions that led to this rumor, and to its ability to spread? You can map out multiple trajectories and pick the trajectories you wish to focus on based on their likelihood and degree of harm.

Your conflict trajectory is your explanation of the situation you are trying to prevent. Using this conflict trajectory, you can map out overall intervention goals based on how you would like to change the trajectory.

Based on your predicted conflict trajectories, you can identify potential triggers and warning signs, and use these to inform any ongoing monitoring that you will conduct.
You can use the following research tools and techniques to gather contextual information. As you do so, keep in mind that all individuals come with a set of biases. Try not to depend too heavily on a single person, group, or network to identify participants, partners, or interviewees. Instead, identify a wide variety of people, groups, and networks to consult and study in order to develop a full understanding of the context as well as the social networks and relationships between different groups.
Participatory Analysis: You can often get the best information by learning directly from people on the ground who bring different perspectives and biases. You can generate a wealth of knowledge and a baseline understanding of contextual factors by bringing together individuals with diverse backgrounds and information about groups and places and conducting a participatory analysis (e.g., through a workshop or series of workshops). People from relevant communities (for example from specific villages or demographic groups) have information outsiders cannot obtain. Even if you are working in your own country or area, you can use this approach to involve multiple perspectives (from different identity groups, different local communities/areas, genders or professions) and get buy-in from partners in your planning and research process.

If you're in a hurry, a participatory analysis can be a quick way to produce a foundation of information and analysis that can be supplemented with other research techniques. You can ask the participants to identify areas for further research, and work with them to identify the most promising follow-up research tools and methods. You can also ask participants to come up with questions they think are missing but are relevant.

If you are unable to conduct a participatory analysis, you can do a series of interviews with individuals and partners. While they might not have thought about this specific set of questions, it is likely that a group of participants or interviewees will have opinions about the questions asked by each type of context analysis, and that they have relevant knowledge from their own experience.

Historical reading and literature reviews: Many types of written sources can help you get an initial understanding of a context. In addition to books, academic articles, and reports by relevant organizations, you can identify influential writers and news sources (including those with strong biases) and monitor what they are saying. This can help you understand how groups talk about events and issues. Op-ed and comments sections of news articles are promising places to find information about how people are discussing events. You can also review textbooks to understand how different groups are teaching history, especially with regard to events you’ve identified as relevant.

Key informant interviews: Key informant interviews include interviews with experts and with people on both sides of the conflict. This may include local
leaders (e.g. religious and traditional leaders); local community members; and hardliners on both sides. These interviews can help you understand how people are making decisions, especially the reasoning behind their conflict-related decision-making and how they view their group and other groups. You can also observe how people talk about current and historical events. The interviews will require being non-judgmental and making people feel comfortable so that they can share their thoughts, feelings, opinions, and stories and you can learn as much as possible about their perspectives. The point of these interviews is not to convince, change, or teach any of the participants.

**Observational Research:** You can observe people’s interactions and conversations to learn about: how people interpret and make sense of events; where they get their information; which mediums they access throughout the day; who the key community influencers are; how dangerous speech spreads throughout the community; whether there are attempts to counter dangerous speech; and how such attempts are received, among other things. You may naturally be observing these things, but you can structure your (and your partners’) observations by coming up with some hypothesis or specific questions for observation. For example, you could ask “how are people talking about X event if at all” and observe conversation content, location, who is involved, what sources are mentioned, and whether people talk openly or whisper. You can observe different spaces, such as specific local communities or conflict hot-spots, and online spaces such as Facebook, YouTube, or Twitter. This type of research can turn into monitoring of local events, rumors, and information.19

For online observational research, you can join, follow, and watch different groups, individuals, hashtags, etc. For in-person observational research, there are two approaches you can take:

1. Work with a team of people from the community (or communities) you are observing, and plan where, how, and what (e.g., questions or events) the team will observe. The team could observe specific people, places (e.g., a bar, the marketplace), or events (e.g., church services). People from the communities they are in are more likely to pick up on nuances and to blend in and make people feel comfortable. If someone is a known peace activist, community members may not feel comfortable expressing
discrimination or conflict preferences in front of him or her, so finding someone who is not associated directly with violence prevention could be valuable. Someone who clearly belongs to a particular group will likely get more candid responses from members of that same group than from members of a different group. This applies for various characteristics, such as gender, occupation, age. You can build a team of researchers based on their ability to gain access to specific demographic groups.

2. You can identify specific people from the communities you are observing and ask to shadow them. You could explain your intervention or give another reason why you’d like to shadow them based on what will make them feel free to go about their daily life. If you are not from the community, people may feel comfortable sharing certain things with you as an outsider that they would not share with someone they perceive as an insider.

You can use different tools (e.g., a recording device, note-taking, video, photography) to record information if you are able to explain the purpose of your observation and get informed consent. You may also wait to take notes in private after the observation. Your choice of tools should aim to make the people you’re observing comfortable.

**Analysis of Frames:** You can pay attention to how people frame an event or issue – that is, how they choose to emphasize or ignore certain facts in order to promote a specific interpretation of the problem, cause, and solution. For example, whether or not to allow a hate group to hold a rally could be framed as a free speech issue or a security issue. Frames define the problem, propose a reason why the problem exists, make a judgment about what is causing the problem and those being harmed, and provide recommendations for how to treat the problem. For example, an economic downturn may be blamed upon: a) weather that is considered unusual; b) leadership that is considered to be corrupt; c) a group that is viewed as undermining the economy. These frames would lead to different conclusions about what action should be taken. In most societies, certain frames are used repeatedly and taken as truth. These frames can impact what people think should be done and what they do (e.g., someone who supports freedom of speech might oppose a rally by a group that is seen as threatening security). Frames can provide clues about how people understand problems, their causes, and potential solutions. Because
framing impacts how people understand situations and form opinions; changes in frames that support or counter dangerous speech and group-targeted harm may be important to watch.

**Social and Traditional Media Analysis:** You can analyze and monitor social and traditional media, paying attention to dangerous speech, efforts to counter dangerous speech, how people react to both types of speech, narratives around events, and how information spreads. One way to think about media analysis and monitoring is as ‘social listening’: paying attention to which narratives are being told, specific words, tone, and metaphors that are used, how different groups are talking about themselves and each other, and which, if any, calls for action are being used. You can monitor statistics, specific speakers (e.g., Facebook pages, Twitter handles, public statements, etc.), or follow keywords. If you can, identify if and how online discussions are interacting with offline interactions to see how these conversations impact behavior.

**Analysis of Group Documents and Public Statements:** You can read and analyze relevant documents (e.g., manifestos, papers, pamphlets) that are produced by specific groups. You can also observe, document, and analyze public statements about the targeted group.

**Investigative Research:** You can use investigative research for things that you can’t examine through open sources (e.g., how dangerous speech promoters are coordinating, who if anyone they report to, etc.). This can be risky, and it is best to partner with people who are already doing these types of investigations to access relevant information. If you have trusted “inside” sources, you can also work with them to get additional information.

**Creating Feedback Loops:** The context (especially the identity, narrative, actors, and dangerous speech contexts), will change over time. If you create feedback loops to learn about changes in the context (e.g., through monitoring and observation), you can use the information to adapt your intervention with the changing context. If monitoring efforts (for example, for conflict early warning and response) already exist, you can consider the value in collaborating with these efforts. If you are working with a team or network of people, you can develop a set of variables (e.g., conversations about specific types of events, rumors, etc.) to monitor, and create a strategy for how you
will track and observe each variable over time. You can figure out which type of monitoring best fits your capacity. For example, your team can observe and report on the situation in their communities or take on tasks such as calling people to find out what is happening, watching Facebook or Twitter feeds, or listening to radio stations. If you have limited resources, you can identify a small number of locations that are representative of different characteristics (e.g., hot spots/flash points) and monitor them.
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The contextual understanding provides critical information for selecting and understanding the audience that your intervention seeks to influence. The audience analysis enables you to identify distinct groups within the audience and to assess how to influence each group. Then, you can identify which groups you can reach with the greatest impact, develop an understanding of the people in each of these groups, and set audience-specific goals for your intervention.
Part 1: 
Selecting and Understanding the Audience

Within each type of audience your intervention seeks to influence (e.g., people who live in a particular area, youth, members of a religious group), people play distinct roles with respect to dangerous speech, DSIs, and group-targeted harm. Identifying these distinct groups within your audience based upon their behavior with respect to dangerous speech will help you set specific goals for influencing them. You can do this by segmenting the audience into groups and charting each group’s attitudes and involvement related to dangerous speech.

Once you know the groups within your audience that you want to target and how you want to change their behavior and engagement with dangerous speech, it is important to develop a detailed understanding of the members of each group. This should be an audience-centered and empathy-based understanding: how do the people in that group think, feel, act, reason? You can do this by creating audience profiles, or characters, that represent each target group.
Step 1
Segmenting the Audience

You can break the dangerous speech audience into groups based on roles they play in dangerous speech, analyze each group based on its characteristics, and target each group with specific behavioral goals (goals for how you want to change their behavior). Key relevant categories are listed below.

Influential Individuals have a high level of influence over an audience (a specific group of people), whether at the local, national, or identity group level. They may have varying relationships to dangerous speech, but play an important role even if they do not take a stand (they have an impact even by disengaging). Types of people who may fall in this category include local opinion leaders, religious leaders, national or local celebrities, and politicians. Influential Individuals can be effective DSI speakers, can endorse and lend credibility to DSIs, and can encourage those within their influence to engage. If they are currently having a negative impact, an intervention can aim to reduce their level of engagement with dangerous speech.

Information Spreaders play important roles in the spread of information. They may have varying relationships to dangerous speech, but play an important role regardless by the information they choose to pass (or not pass) on. Examples include vendors at a marketplace or people in the transport industry who become key sources of gossip and information in the community, and members of the media. DSIs can aim to influence the types of information that information spreaders do and do not pass on. For example, one goal could be to get information spreaders to question the motives of violent propaganda or rumors. Another goal could be to engage information spreaders in spreading positive messages.

Reluctant Audience Members listen to or witness dangerous speech and/or group-targeted harm, but do so reluctantly. This could be any member of society and this group can be targeted with a variety of goals. For example, DSIs can seek to influence reluctant audience members to engage in positive behavior; speak up in uncomfortable situations; leave situations when they are witness to dangerous speech and/or group-targeted harm; or document and report dangerous speech/group-targeted harm.

Engaged Audience Members are receptive to the messages of dangerous speech and to condoning group-targeted harm, but are not hardliners. For example, they may be easily influenced by charismatic leaders who promise to resolve their grievances, or be receptive to blame narratives. This could be any member of society, but certain types of people (based on demographic or other characteristics) may be disproportionately engaged. DSIs might attempt to prevent this group from spreading dangerous speech or participating in group-targeted harm or prompt them to leave situations when dangerous speech or group-targeted harm begins to take place.

People Who Encourage Participation in Dangerous Speech/Group-Targeted Harm spread dangerous speech and encourage action. This could be any member of society, though certain types of people may be disproportionately engaged. DSIs can attempt to reduce participation (e.g., aim to get them to go home when a situation escalates), encourage this group to speak up against group-targeted harm in escalating situations, or provide them with support to raise questions about the utility or risk of participating in group-targeted harm.

Note: Women are often overlooked in violence prevention efforts. Remember that each of these categories may include women, who often play critical roles in speech that leads to violence.²⁶

See Workbook 2, pp. 5-7
People Likely to Participate in Group-Targeted Harm (Reluctantly) participate or are likely to participate in the future, but do so reluctantly or with reservations. This could be any member of society, and may disproportionately include young men. DSIs can attempt to reduce participation (e.g., aim to get them to go home when a situation escalates) or to encourage this group to speak up against group-targeted harm in escalating situations.

People Likely to Participate in Group-Targeted Harm (Willingly) are likely to participate willingly or very willingly, with few if any reservations. This could be any member of society and may include unemployed young men, criminal gang members, and political hardliners. This group may be hard to reach, and DSIs may try to get them to engage in alternative ways of resolving their grievances or prevent them from participating in violence at specific times. These goals might change over time depending on actual levels of collective violence.

Note: Individuals can move between categories over time. When you think about setting goals, you can think about the steps it would take to move someone from their category to the category where you would like them to be. This will help you set realistic goals.

People (Audience Members) Who Counter Dangerous Speech could be any member of society, and some types of people may be disproportionately represented. The goal for this group is almost always to support them in their efforts and ensure that they continue this positive behavior. Additional goals may center on increasing their visibility and audience, for example by getting them to use new mediums, talk to additional people, or recruit other speakers.

People (Audience Members) Who Spread Dangerous Speech can be any member of society, though some types of people may be disproportionately represented. DSI goals may include getting them to stop repeating dangerous speech or to do so less often. This could mean prompting them to talk about something else instead, or to discuss grievances without drawing a conclusion that group-targeted harm is the answer.
Step 2
Charting Attitudes & Involvement

Helpful Hint: One way to think about attitudes and involvement is using the metaphor of Coca Cola and Pepsi Cola competing for the largest share of the soft drink market. We can say that people who buy a lot of soda are high involvement and people who don’t buy much soda are low involvement. If we are Pepsi, we can say that people who like Pepsi have a positive attitude, people who don’t have a strong preference for Coke or Pepsi have a neutral attitude, and people who like Coke have a negative attitude (towards Pepsi). To get the majority of the market share, we want to target each of these types of consumers differently. We might target consumers who are high involvement but have a negative attitude (buy a lot of soda but love Coke) to get them to drink less soda (become low involvement). For consumers with positive attitudes but low involvement (they like Pepsi but don’t drink much soda), we might try to get them to drink more soda (become high involvement). For consumers who drink a lot of soda but don’t really like Coke or Pepsi, we could try to: get them to like Pepsi (have a positive attitude); drink less soda (become low involvement), or prevent them from drinking Coke (getting a negative attitude). If they love Pepsi and drink a lot of soda (they are high involvement and have a positive attitude), we could try to get them to drink even more Pepsi or get their friends to drink Pepsi.

The following chart illustrates the spectrum of attitudes and involvement. This chart can help you see who has the biggest impact on dangerous speech and countering dangerous speech, which groups you can most realistically target, and for which goals. You can more easily move someone to a box next to the one they are in than to a box on the other side of the chart, and you can use this chart to plan a series of realistic goals to change people’s attitudes and involvement.

Remember: People’s attitudes and involvement aren’t static: they may take on different roles and move throughout the chart over the course of the conflict trajectory. Your intervention can aim to prevent people from becoming more negatively involved and/or aim to increase their positive involvement.
### Attitude & Involvement Chart

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Involvement</th>
<th>Attitude</th>
<th>Examples of Audience Types</th>
<th>Most Likely Changes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>HIGH INVOLVEMENT, NEGATIVE ATTITUDE</strong></td>
<td>low</td>
<td>DS Speakers, People Likely to Participate in Group-Targeted Harm Willingly; People Who Encourage Others to Participate in DS and/or Group-Targeted Harm; Influential Leaders, Information Spreaders</td>
<td>Move to high Involvement, low Attitude (do less harm); Move to low Involvement, negative Attitude (do less harm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HIGH INVOLVEMENT, NEUTRAL ATTITUDE</strong></td>
<td>low</td>
<td>Influential Leaders, Information Spreaders; People Likely To Participate in Group-Targeted Harm Reluctantly</td>
<td>Move to high Involvement, high Attitude (keep positive impact); Prevent from becoming negative Attitude (prevent future harm); move to low Involvement, low Attitude (reduce potential for harm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HIGH INVOLVEMENT, POSITIVE ATTITUDE</strong></td>
<td>low</td>
<td>People who Spread Counterspeech, Influential Leaders, Information Spreaders</td>
<td>Prevent from becoming low Involvement or low Attitude (keep positive impact); support and increase impact of actions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LOW INVOLVEMENT, NEGATIVE ATTITUDE</strong></td>
<td>low</td>
<td>Engaged Audience Members</td>
<td>Prevent from moving to high Involvement, negative Attitude (do not do more harm); Move to low Involvement, low Attitude (do less harm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LOW INVOLVEMENT, NEUTRAL ATTITUDE</strong></td>
<td>low</td>
<td>Reluctant Audience Members</td>
<td>Prevent from becoming negative Attitude or high Involvement (prevent harm); Move to low Involvement, high Attitude (prevent harm, increase chance of positive action)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LOW INVOLVEMENT, POSITIVE ATTITUDE</strong></td>
<td>low</td>
<td>Reluctant Audience Members</td>
<td>Move to high Involvement, high Attitude (increase positive action); prevent from becoming low Attitude (e.g. removing their opposition to group-targeted harm) (reduce risk of harm)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Attitudes and Involvement Chart in action
Step 3
Creating Audience Profiles

To influence audience groups, it is important to understand the world from their perspective. One helpful way to do this is by developing a Profile (or composite identity) for each group you want to target. These Profiles should be developed from an audience perspective and should become characters that represent each audience group you aim to influence. You may decide to create multiple Profiles for each group – you want to understand it fully, but keep the number manageable. You can give each Profile a name, and reference this person throughout the design process.

There are several types of information that a Profile should cover. First, it should give basic demographic information about the person, and give some general information about the person’s life. Information about where and how each Profile accesses information can help you identify mediums that will reach the audience group, while information about whom they interact with, trust, and look to for guidance can give you clues about which speakers are likely to be credible, relevant and influential. Information from your contextual understanding about how they view their group and other identity groups can be important to identify speakers and for message content development. Finally, information about how they experience the current dangerous speech situation (their thoughts, feelings, and attitudes), as well as about what motivates or constrains their behavior can help you develop high-impact message content.

See Workbook 2, pp.13-21
Part 2:
Setting Clear, Audience-Specific Goals

Building on your context and audience analysis and your predicted conflict trajectories, you can set clear goals for how you want to change the behavior of each of your audience groups over time.

To do this, you can predict how each audience group will behave at different points on a trajectory and then set a specific goal for how you would like each group to behave instead at that point.

For example, your overall trajectory may predict that currently occurring dangerous speech causes people to believe that Group X is a threat, and take negative rumors about Group X seriously. Thus, any rumor of a wrong-doing by a member of Group X will be spread quickly and cause people to mobilize against Group X. If you are targeting information spreaders, you might predict that they will believe the rumor, spread the rumor, and urge people to take action. You might prefer that they question the rumor, do not spread it, and urge people to wait to find out more information before taking action. Your specific goals would be that: (1) information spreaders question rumors when they hear them; (2) refrain from spreading these rumors; and (3) urge people not to take action based on rumors. You can get even more specific by adding types of rumors, locations, etc. These goals describe how you want your audience member to move from the predicted behavior (on your conflict trajectory) to a preferred behavior.

See Workbook 2, pp.24-29
Your intervention will be most effective if it is based on a clear understanding of how your audience interacts with each of these goals. What might motivate or prevent them from behaving in line with the conflict trajectory or your specific? Here are two approaches for analyzing how your audience groups interact with your goals:

1: Behavioral Drivers & Barriers: At each point in the conflict trajectory, you can think about what barriers prevent people from moving from the conflict status to the preferred status. These behavioral barriers may be things like, "I'm afraid that if I do that, people won't like me," in which case the barrier would be social ostracism. You can then think about behavioral drivers, or things that would drive the person to move towards the preferred status. Finally, you can think about barriers that would prevent people from moving towards the conflict status and drivers that are moving people towards the conflict status. Based on this understanding, you can develop strategies that: (1) reduce barriers that are preventing people from moving towards the preferred status; (2) increase drivers (things that motivate people towards a behavior) for the preferred status; (3) increase barriers to prevent people from moving towards the conflict status and (4) decrease any drivers that are motivating people towards the conflict status.

2: Profile of the Moment: In addition to analyzing behavioral drivers and barriers, you can develop an understanding of the audience group's experience of each moment or point in time on the conflict trajectory. For example, consider what they are doing, who they are with, who is influencing their decision, what mediums and information they have access to, how they feel, and who else (e.g., a child) they are considering at the moment.
For each audience group, you should ultimately aim to influence their behavior, both general behaviors (whether or not they condone or engage in group-targeted harm), and more specific behaviors based on the specific goals you have created (e.g., wearing a badge, attending or not attending a rally, not spreading a rumor, or protecting a neighbor from harm). There are many theories about how to influence people’s behavior and what drives behavior. Do people behave based on what they believe? What they think everyone else is doing? How they feel? What they know? Their attitudes? The following pages outline some important factors to consider when you develop your own theory and approach for influencing behavior.
1: Social Norms: People may choose how to behave based more on social norms than on their own beliefs.\textsuperscript{30} Social norms are informal rules that regulate how most people in a social group think and behave. They can be understood as what people within a social group think is acceptable and unacceptable, or normal and abnormal, in terms of behaviors and attitudes.\textsuperscript{31} Social norms can describe what people actually do (e.g., “most people get married before 30”) or what people approve/disapprove of (e.g., “most people approve of marriage outside of your identity group”), but perceived social norms – what people think that most people in their group do and do or don’t approve of, may be just as powerful an influence on people’s behavior. Social norms exert peer pressure, in that group members must obey (or think they must obey) these unwritten rules in order to fit in or be accepted by their group.

Social norms can have a significant impact on how people behave, either because they actually accept and internalize the norms, or because they fear the consequences if they do not conform to the norms (e.g., social pressure, ostracism, and even violence).\textsuperscript{32} People may change their behavior to be in line with the norm even if it contradicts their beliefs, values, or how they want to behave. Interventions may be able to change dangerous speech-related social norms and behaviors without actually changing people’s beliefs.\textsuperscript{33}

Because of the power of social norms, purveyors of dangerous speech seek to promote and enforce social norms that are conducive to group-targeted harm. For example, in Rwanda in 1994, group norms about what it meant to be a Hutu, along with the threat of punishment for not acting within those norms, were used to pressure Hutus to engage in violence.\textsuperscript{34}

Similarly, DSIs can use the power of social norms to positively influence people’s behavior. Interventions that have used social norms to change behavior have been successful in areas ranging from recycling and energy use, to drinking alcohol and driving, to tax payment, to bullying. Learning from these approaches, DSIs can attempt to do several things:

- **Influence perceived norms (how people think that others within their social group think or behave).** For example, “I think that most of my peers drink alcohol” is a perceived social norm, but may not describe what other people are actually doing.\textsuperscript{35} People tend to overestimate how much other people are engaging in negative behaviors, so interventions can try to correct these misperceptions. In areas at risk for mass atrocity, purveyors of dangerous speech may promote or reinforce social norms that are conducive to group-targeted harm and violence by creating the impression that most people support such norms, even if they don’t. DSIs can help combat this risk by correcting and changing perceived social norms. For example, when group-targeted harm is being promoted, a perceived norm could be “I think everyone else believes that Group A is a threat and we should get rid of them, and plans to/is spreading the message.” By demonstrating that in fact 80% of people do not want to get rid of Group A and are not spreading the message, a DSI can undermine the perceived norm.

**Limitations:** Changing perceived norms may alter people’s behavior, such as by giving someone the confidence to speak peacefully or by pressuring someone not to speak dangerously even if they want to; it is unlikely, however, to alter underlying attitudes or beliefs (such as prejudice). These underlying attitudes or beliefs may continue to make people receptive to dangerous speech and to embracing norms that are conducive to group-targeted harm.\textsuperscript{37}

2: Attitudes: An intervention can target people’s attitudes towards their own group and towards other groups (for example, towards the group being targeted for harm). This type of attitude can be explicit (people express their attitude openly and intentionally) or implicit (people may not even be aware of their attitude towards another group, for example they may subconsciously...
be prejudiced without ever intentionally expressing that attitude). Changing social norms can help change whether or not people explicitly express negative attitudes about a targeted group, but it’s more likely that longer-term changes in people’s experiences and beliefs can change their implicit attitudes.

You can also target people’s attitudes towards specific behaviors (such as spreading a rumor or speaking out publicly) by targeting how people feel about the behavior (for example, if they are nervous to speak publicly or have fun spreading rumors), and what they think will happen if they do the behavior. For example, you could try to move someone from thinking “If I speak publicly everyone will make fun of me” to “If I speak publicly everyone will respect me” to make their attitude towards speaking out publicly more positive, or you could try to move someone from thinking “If I spread rumors, everyone will see me as important” to “If I spread rumors, people will stop trusting me,” to make their attitude towards spreading rumors less positive.

3: Beliefs: There is a lot of evidence that it’s very hard to influence and change people’s beliefs. People’s experiences have more power to shape their beliefs than information they hear; in marketing, it is understood that experience “beats the message.” Beliefs that people hold strongly and that relate to their identity are particularly hard to change. These beliefs are subject to “motivated reasoning,” when people decide what new information to accept or reject based on whether it supports what they already feel or believe to be true. This makes challenging beliefs particularly difficult in situations with inter-group tension. In addition, beliefs themselves may or may not influence behavior. Beliefs may sometimes influence behavior (for example, stereotypes and beliefs about another group), but a person may also choose how to behave based something other than a belief, such as a social norm, a religious tenet, or a law.

4: Emotions: People often react to situations based on how they feel, not based on rational reasoning. People often choose what to believe based on how they feel about a situation or about information. For example, fear of another group may influence how someone decides to act during a tense or violent event, or emotions towards a speaker may influence how someone interprets what he or she says. In addition, emotional responses to conflict triggers may make it difficult for people to use rational thinking when they are deciding how to act. Creating a break between people’s initial emotional reaction and their decision about how to act can give them space to “cool down” and use reasoning rather than only emotions in their decision.
You can draw on your context analysis for initial audience insights, and you can use many of the tools from the previous section for your Audience Analysis research.
Participatory Analysis: Just like for the context and conflict research, you can bring together partners or relevant participants to engage in the audience analysis process. If you are working with diverse partners, they are likely to be familiar with a variety of audience groups. They can help you fill in initial information and identify areas for further research.

Observational Research: Using the same observational research techniques, you can focus on questions and hypotheses from the audience analysis and profiles. This can be particularly helpful for observing what mediums people access, whom they interact with often, their daily routines, and their overall information network.

Key Informant Interviews: You can conduct interviews with individual audience group members (for each group the intervention aims to influence) about their lives and thoughts to compile the information needed to develop Profiles. A variety of interviews with different group members can guarantee that you capture different viewpoints and information. When you do these interviews, setting the interviewees at ease (e.g., starting by talking about things that interest them) will help you get honest feedback: the more you can get them to let their guard down the better. This may mean simply getting to know group members and talking to them rather than setting up more formal interviews, or it may mean a combination of both. You can also pay attention to differences in how people respond to questions when different people are around – this can provide important clues about how the person wants to be seen by others.

Social and Traditional Media Analysis: Observing specific profiles and people online (and through general “social listening”) can help you learn about how people discuss values and current events, and how they judge each other. This can also help you identify social networks and groups.

Active Monitoring and Observation: You can develop plans to observe how audience group members change over time and adjust your strategy accordingly.

Focus Groups: Focus groups are a way to bring people (usually 4-8 people) together for a group discussion. Focus groups generally ask participants to give feedback or discuss specific topics, questions, or materials. These topics, questions, and materials should prompt people to think and talk about the
questions and topics outlined in the persona template, so that you can observe group conversations instead of using the traditional question-answer interview format.

You can recruit many participants from an audience group that your intervention seeks to influence, or recruit a spread of participants from different audience groups. You can select the types of people you want (e.g., 5 major information spreaders), and then identify people who fit the description and recruit them. When you recruit participants, you may not want to explicitly state your purpose (e.g., you can say you want to discuss the economy or learn more about the community). If people are difficult to recruit (e.g., people likely to participate in violence), you can ask them to talk about topics that you know interest them, then add some questions, materials, or exercises that will push the conversation towards your areas of interest.

Friendship Groups: Friendship groups are like focus groups, but instead of identifying a range of participants, you bring together small groups of friends and family (2-5 people) and observe them discussing relevant topics. Just like a focus group, you facilitate the conversation by asking questions or providing prompts for the group to discuss. For example, you could ask them to discuss specific beliefs and values, their beliefs about their group or the target group; who is influential, trustworthy and credible, and which mediums they use to access information. Friendship groups can be created for specific audience groups by identifying a member of that audience group (for example, a reluctant audience member), and asking him/her to invite some friends or family members. You can interview each participant separately then bring them together for a joint discussion. Participants should not feel judged by any of the people facilitating the process. The goal is to make people feel safe and comfortable so that they can share their interactions and stories. As with focus groups, one challenge with developing friendship groups is that you may need to mask the topics (and questions) in order to convince people to participate and to manage risk for the participants and the facilitators.
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1: Mediums

The mediums (channels of communication) you use will determine whether your message content reaches your audience, how often, and in which situations. The goal is to find a medium or combination of mediums that can reach as many of your audience members as possible.
Part 1: Identifying Mediums That Will Reach the Audience

When you choose mediums, you should aim to identify a medium or combination of mediums that can reach each audience group you want to influence. You can also consider how frequently and when the mediums need to reach your audience in order to influence them and accomplish the goals you have set. You can begin by building on your audience analysis (specifically, the Profiles) to create an initial list of all of the mediums that you think can reach your audience groups. You can supplement this list with any additional mediums you can think of (for example, a medium that is not widely used yet but that you predict will become important). You can do further research (e.g., observational research or statistical research about how many people listen to particular radio stations, are on Facebook, attend a specific church or mosque) to identify additional mediums.

Then, analyze the characteristics, strengths, weaknesses, and opportunities of each medium (see Medium Analysis Reference Chart). Consider relevant concepts and approaches and identify the medium or mediums that can best reach your audience and accomplish your goals.

Finally, it is critical to do a risk analysis of each medium in order to identify risks to the intervention and possible unintended negative consequences. Once you have completed these levels of analysis, you can narrow your selection down to a final combination of mediums.
### Medium Analysis Reference Chart

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>?</th>
<th>Relevance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Whom does this medium reach (which audience groups)?</td>
<td>Communication through the medium should be targeted (in terms of speaker and message) at the groups it can reach.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whom doesn't this medium reach (which type of audience member)? Why?</td>
<td>This will help you identify groups that need to be reached through another medium. If groups will be excluded from this medium, you can assess if this will create risks (for example, if one side of the conflict is excluded).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How often do members of the audience group access this medium?</td>
<td>You can design the timing of your messages based on how frequently and in what situations you will be able to reach your audience groups.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Where and when do they access the medium (e.g., alone or in a group? Are they fully focused while they are accessing it or are they performing multiple tasks)?</td>
<td>If people see/hear content while they are with a group, their reactions can be shaped by other people's reactions and social pressures. This can be positive or negative depending on how people influence each other. Consider how it will impact people's reactions to the message and how they behave.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question</td>
<td>Relevance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What prompts the audience to access this medium and how much control do you have over when they access it (e.g., if they turn on the TV when they're in the mood vs. if they respond to prompts such as their phone ringing)?</td>
<td>This will help you assess how much control you have over when and how people access the medium. If you can control when you reach people (e.g., with a loudspeaker or a text message), you can reach them in response to specific events. You can target mediums that people turn to for information about events (e.g., radio) to change the type of information people have access to. You can also target mediums for consistent long-term programming (e.g., TV soap operas).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What type of interaction does this medium allow? For example, does it enable a one-way or two-way conversation? Does it enable multiple people to participate? Is it moderated? Does it enable a depth of discussion or a minimal level of discussion?</td>
<td>This helps you gauge how much control you have over the interactions you initiate. For example, on Facebook, you have control over an initial post but may not have control over what people post afterwards, so being prepared for potentially negative commenting will be important. This also helps you assess limitations. In a one-way medium, it will be harder to get feedback from the audience, but this could be combined with two-way messaging (such as a Facebook page or SMS platform) to enable audience engagement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How much do the audience groups trust this medium?</td>
<td>You want people to trust the information you are spreading. For example, in some countries, Facebook is seen as a reliable source; in others it is not.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do people share information they get through this medium with other people? If so, how? And how often?</td>
<td>Information that is passed through social networks can become credible, trusted, and can help build perceived social norms. If people use the medium to share information, you can build on this behavior so that people spread your messages to their social networks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What other mediums do people who access this medium use? How frequently, and how much do they trust them?</td>
<td>These questions can help you assess where to look for content you are competing with. It can also help you assess the value of this medium in relation to other mediums, and consider which mediums could be integrated for the highest impact.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
To build a strong Medium Strategy:
• Consider Traditional Mediums
• Make the Audience a Speaker
• Build on Existing Behaviors
• Use an Integrated Medium Strategy
• Claim and Reclaim Contested Spaces
• Consider Breaking Into Echo Chambers
• Use Information and Communications Technology (ICT) Carefully
**Consider Traditional Mediums:** Marketers have found that "word of mouth is the most powerful way of communicating a message," because the message generally comes from people within a trusted social network. While new media make it possible to spread messages to much larger and broader audiences, ultimately, messages that people hear from their friends and social networks may have the biggest impact.

**Make the Audience a Speaker:** Your choice of medium can take into account how easily a medium enables an audience member to become a speaker, and through which mediums. For example, does the medium prompt audience members to share or like something on Facebook, to talk about it with a friend, to engage with it in a public meeting?

**Build on Existing Behaviors:** Try to build on people's existing behaviors. Getting people to do new behaviors (e.g., use a new medium) can be difficult, and the more you can tap into what people are already doing the better. If people are accustomed to spreading rumors by word of mouth at the marketplace, getting information through printed fliers and discussing them at tea shops, or watching TV every night, how can you tap into these behaviors and use them for your intervention?

**Use an Integrated Medium Strategy:** Mediums lend themselves to different types of interaction and reach different segments of the audience. For the greatest impact, you can use multiple mediums that interact with each other and reinforce each other. For example, if you are using an ICT-based medium, you can integrate it with on-the-ground programs or a more traditional medium (e.g., using Facebook or SMS together with radio or face-to-face interactions).

---

**Sisi ni Amani Kenya (SNA-K) in Kenya:** Subscribers to SNA-K’s SMS (text) messaging platform reported forwarding the messages they received to others. Text messages are commonly used and forwarded in Kenya. Some subscribers said that the messages gave them the courage to spread peace, that they forwarded messages to people they knew were in tense areas, and that they discussed the messages with others around them.

**Muslim Community in Rwanda:** In Rwanda, Muslim leaders used the many mediums available to them to reach a wide audience and spread their message. They "spoke out publicly in ways that could reach Muslims as well as non-Muslims." They "issued a ‘pastoral letter,’ posted in mosques around the country, calling upon Muslims to avoid becoming involved in any political parties that involved ideologies or actions counter to the teachings of the Quran." They also used broadcast radio and spoke at mosques and schools.
Claim and Reclaim Contested Spaces: Your medium strategy can either claim or reclaim space that is, or is likely to become, dominated by hateful rhetoric. You can do this by predicting new mediums and claiming these new spaces, or by reclaiming spaces that have become dominated by dangerous and hateful speech.

Claim Contested Spaces (Predict New Mediums): Communication, especially through ICTs, is changing rapidly in many countries around the world. You can stay ahead of the curve by using contextual information about how people communicate to predict which mediums are likely to be used and how.

“I am Karachi” in Pakistan: The I am Karachi wall paintings have led to coverage of the new walls in traditional media, and photographs of the walls have been posted to online news sites and social media, raising the awareness and visibility of support for positive speech.53

Sawa Shabab Radio Show in South Sudan: From the beginning, the Sawa Shabab program has incorporated SMS (text messaging) and call-in. After each episode, the main character asks listeners to text in to share their thoughts on his/her dilemma, helping young listeners directly engage with the stories and practice their own critical thinking and decision-making skills.55 This is an example of complementary mediums: the radio drama, which is a nuanced one-way communication, and the phone-based components that create opportunities for two-way discussion, feedback, and audience engagement in problem-solving and critical thinking.

Interfaith Mediation Center (IMC) in Nigeria: To spread its message of interfaith cooperation and inclusiveness, IMC uses the media (e.g., radio, television, and joint press statements), and its representatives speak at local churches and mosques. Mass media (radio and television) enable it to reach audiences it cannot communicate with directly, but they are expensive. IMC’s in-person communication programming in target hot spots, where it trains local leaders to speak directly in their communities (at churches and mosques) enables it to reach audiences on an ongoing basis. This strategy builds on the strengths and limitations of different mediums: churches/mosques are accessible, build on existing behavior, and do not cost anything for the imams/pastors, but they are limited in reach. Mass media enable leaders to reach many people but less frequently, because of the cost. The combination of mediums lets IMC spread its message widely and engage more substantively and consistently with the people who are most at risk.54
Reclaim Contested Spaces: Communication norms may already be set, or may have recently shifted, such that certain spaces (e.g., physical spaces such as walls or communal meeting places, and virtual spaces such as social media) are already dominated by dangerous speech.

Example from Pakistan: The “I am Karachi” campaign in Pakistan has reclaimed public walls, changing the norms of public space in Karachi. Wall chalkings have traditionally been used as a way to publicly communicate in Karachi, and over time became dominated by negative and divisive propaganda, targeting groups and building and deepening divides and conflict. By painting over the negative chalkings with positive images uniting people based on a shared identity (Karachi), these artists are physically reclaiming spaces and resetting the norms that are promoted in these public spaces.58

Example from Myanmar: Following dramatic increases in mobile phone availability, a local organization in Myanmar predicted how Facebook will be used in the future. It considered how Facebook will interact with the ways people already communicate, and concluded that Facebook is likely to become a main source of information because it builds on existing communication habits. The ability to passively scroll through Facebook and have plausible deniability about interacting with different content makes it an appealing choice in a country that is coming out of authoritarian rule and has a history of repression of freedom of speech. The risk of posting “potentially illicit information” is limited to a few people willing to take the risk.56 In addition, people have historically depended on rumor (information shared between friends, family, and social networks) for information. Facebook mimics and enhances this type of information sharing, and is often seen as credible. The ability to post multiple sources also adds to perceived reliability.57 This type of prediction can enable DSIs to proactively claim spaces that could be used to promote conflict.
**Consider Breaking Into Echo Chambers:** Social networks can create bubbles in which people only get content and information from other people like them, who are likely to have the same opinions and views. This is exacerbated by new ICTs (such as Facebook), and these bubbles are called “echo chambers.”

Echo chambers increase gaps and misunderstandings between groups, who each get completely different information from their networks. You can try to break into echo chambers by using ICTs to create interactions between people who haven’t had the chance to interact in real life.

**The Peace Factory in the Middle East:** The Peace Factory, a Facebook-based initiative with pages all over the Middle East, has created opportunities for people who support peace, but come from different countries and backgrounds, to become part of each other’s Facebook social networks. The Peace Factory created “Friend Me 4 Peace,” where individuals can post “Friend me for peace” on a Peace Factory page, and The Peace Factory will make a poster with a link to their page, then publicize that they want friends from different sides of the conflict. People can see the poster and friend them. Through this initiative, The Peace Factory has helped expand people’s Facebook networks. The Peace Factory writes that: “most of us have friends just from ‘our side…imagine having an Israeli friend, a Palestinian friend, an Iranian, a Syrian….anyone from ‘the other side’. Just one, on your fb [sic] list you don’t even have to talk to them. Looking at their birthday pictures, reading their status…makes you realize that you like the same basket ball team, same movie, you do the same job, you both hate your boss….then maybe you start talking, maybe you really become friends.”

**Use ICTs Carefully:** New ICTs have enabled people to communicate more quickly and broadly with their social networks. They enable people to coordinate and communicate more easily, and they can be used to facilitate collective action and promote peace or violence. If you are using ICTs, remember to pay attention to how your audience accesses, processes, and spreads information, and how people decide how to act. It is important to identify context and audience-appropriate technologies, and to consider which audiences they are reaching, which audiences they are excluding, and whether they are promoting offline action.
There are several categories of risks for medium strategies, which include “First Do No Harm” risks, risks of individual harm, and risks to the intervention’s success. For each category, you should identify the risks, analyze them, then decide whether and how to mitigate them.

Instructions for how to identify and mitigate specific risks are included below. All risks should be analyzed based on the following two questions: What is the likelihood of this risk (high, medium, or low)? If this risk happened, how much negative impact would it have (high, medium, or low)? You can assess the likelihood and potential impact of each risk using a chart like the one on the following page. You can decide how to invest resources or adapt programming for risk mitigation based on the likelihood and potential harm caused by each risk. For example, unless it’s an easy fix, it may not make sense to devote limited resources to a low impact/low likelihood risk, but it may make sense to spend time and resources on a high impact/low likelihood risk because of the potential damage that could be caused.
### Risk Analysis Chart

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Likelihood:</th>
<th>Impact</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Likelihood/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High impact</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Likelihood/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High impact</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Likelihood/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High impact</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Do No Harm Risks

**Risk of Increasing the Power of Dividers:**

Identification: At a broad level, consider which mediums are currently the biggest dividers (being used to increase divisions along conflict lines). Is there any chance that your intervention could increase the use or power of these dividers (e.g. by driving more people to use them and be exposed to divisive content)?

Mitigation: Mitigation strategies will vary depending on the mechanisms by which your medium(s) could contribute to dividers.

**Risk of Decreasing the Power of Connectors:**

Identification: At a broad level, which mediums are currently the biggest connectors (are able to bring people together across conflict lines, or combat Dangerous speech)? Is there any chance that your intervention could reduce the use or power of these mediums?

Mitigation: Mitigation strategies will vary, but should seek to ensure that your intervention does not reduce the positive impact of existing mediums.

**Misuse of the Medium:**

Identification: Can the medium be misused by people with negative intentions (e.g., could a radio station or technology platform be taken over by people engaged in group-targeted harm)? What type of information could they spread through the medium? ICTs in particular risk being hacked or falling into the wrong hands. ICTs can also create risks for misinformation to spread more quickly, so risk management of content becomes even more important.
Mitigation: Risk mitigation strategies may include security measures and contingency planning.66

Risks of Exclusion:

Identification: Your medium or combination of mediums may exclude some people. Are any audience groups for your intervention not reached through your medium strategy? Is any group disproportionately excluded, and could this exclusion have a negative impact on the conflict? Does the medium in any way disempower a portion of the audience, or individuals outside the audience? Does it contribute to conflict dynamics by favoring one group over another? ICT-based interventions in particular can create a "Bias of Connectivity," when ICTs aimed at reaching more people end up reaching only those who have access to a specific technology. This can isolate members of the audience who do not have access.67

Mitigation: One way to mitigate this risk is by using a variety of mediums.

Individual Harm:

Risks to Individuals:

Identification: Consider the risks to people participating in the DSI. Does the chosen medium put anyone at risk, and are they able to give their consent? A radio station presenter may agree to participate in a show, but the show might put others (e.g., presenters who have not agreed to participate) at risk.

Mitigation: People ultimately have to decide what risks they are willing to take. It is your responsibility to ensure that everyone who is put at risk is aware and can make informed decisions. This is particularly important if you are using ICTs, since people may not fully understand the risk associated with different technologies.68 You must therefore educate those affected so that they can make informed decisions.

Risks to the Intervention’s Success:

Risks of Exclusion:

Identification: In addition to the Do No Harm risk of disproportionately excluding a group, you can ask whether the choice of mediums misses any audience group that your intervention aims to reach. If so, this could limit the impact of your intervention.

Mitigation: The best way to mitigate this risk is generally by using a variety of mediums in order to reach the full target audience.

Encouraging Passivity:

Identification: This risk category focuses on whether the medium can impact the audience’s behavior, and specifically on whether it in any way disempowers the audience from meeting the intervention’s behavioral goals. This is particularly important for ICTs, which can create a risk of "clicktivism," meaning the audience only passively views or interacts minimally with the message online without feeling compelled to take action.69 This can become a Do No Harm risk if your intervention could make people who are currently taking action offline inclined to only take action online.

Mitigation: You can develop mitigation strategies for this risk by integrating mediums and developing clear strategies and message content that prompt action.
The purpose of your mediums is to reach the target audience groups. How, on an ongoing basis, will you know whether your medium strategy is working? What feedback loops will you create so that you can consistently check if any of your assumptions are wrong? For example, are people actually accessing the message content you are providing? Are they sharing it with friends? By creating feedback loops (regular touchpoints with local partners who are in the field) to learn the answers to these questions, you can consistently update your understanding of the available mediums and improve your strategy based on what you learn.
2: Speakers

The speaker or speakers who deliver your message content will determine whether your audiences see your message content as reliable, relevant, and appealing.
Part 1:
Identifying Speakers Who Will Influence Your Audience

A relevant, credible and influential speaker will increase the likelihood that your audience will react positively to your message. How people feel about a speaker or source of information can influence whether people believe your message (even more than the message itself). In other words, the speaker will determine how people feel about your message (e.g., whether they are open to the message or pre-decide that it is irrelevant). The wrong speaker can discredit a message, and the right speaker can make a message more influential. Speakers can deliver content directly and/or encourage people to participate in the intervention. They can also lend credibility to the intervention through simple actions such as liking a Facebook page, attending an event, or subscribing for alerts from a text messaging platform or social media page.
To identify your combination of speakers, first use your audience profiles and analysis to determine which speakers are credible (people believe they are trustworthy and knowledgeable), influential, and relevant (people believe the speaker shares values or a worldview with them) to your audience groups. Supplement this list with any potential speakers you might have missed. Consider if your audience includes groups (such as people involved in a particular occupation or activity, like a women’s group) that could become speakers.

Next, analyze the characteristics, strengths, weaknesses, and opportunities for each speaker. Consider which audience group each speaker can reach and whether the audience groups see each speaker as credible and relevant. You can also evaluate the level of influence that the speaker has over the audience (e.g., whether people talk about what he/she says and look to him/her for advice or as a leader). Finally, assess which mediums the speaker is already using. Think about whether you can tap into their existing behaviors to get them to spread DSI messages, and what it will take to get them to use any new mediums that are part of your intervention strategy.

Consider the Do No Harm risks, risks that each speaker poses to the intervention, and the risks that he/she might face by being part of your intervention before finalizing your speaker strategy.

Note: If you can, involve partners in the speaker identification process. This can increase partners’ buy-in, and can increase the network of speakers you have access to (partners may be willing to help recruit speakers you can’t access). If you are targeting a variety of locations, local partners will be necessary to help you identify locally influential speakers.

IMC in Nigeria: IMC was founded by two credible, well-known, and well-liked imams and two pastors/reverends. These four leaders identify likeminded imams and pastors, then recruit and mentor them. They also recruit and train traditional leaders, which in this case includes leaders of ethnic groups or communities. This is an example of using influential leaders to recruit and support a network of speakers who can influence audiences in target geographic locations.
Part 2:
Concepts and Approaches for Choosing Speakers

To build a strong speaker strategy:
• Tap into existing social networks to make the audience a speaker
• Find speakers who have things in common with the audience groups you aim to influence
• Think multi-partisan, not non-partisan or neutral
• Consider using a surprise speaker
• Use speakers who can model desired behaviors and attitudes
• Recognize the challenges
• Identify, support, protect, and build the voice of potential speakers early on
• Think about the implications of international and institutional support for the initiative
• Consider speaking “in unison”
• Consider fictional speakers
• Be creative (find creative ways to limit risk)
Tap into Existing Social Networks to Make the Audience a Speaker: People are highly influenced by their own social networks, and care about how others in their immediate circles view them. The audience often becomes a speaker for dangerous speech; for example, during the genocide in Rwanda, many individuals were recruited to participate in violence through close ties to relatives and friends who were influenced by anti-Tutsi propaganda. The audience to dangerous speech can also become a powerful DSI speaker. Audience members can echo and spread positive messages, and make them relevant to the people in their social networks and local context. This will give messages more credibility, since people will hear them from people they already trust.

You can identify and recruit locally relevant, credible, and influential speakers in your target geographic areas or demographic groups. These can be people in leadership positions (e.g. they are highly influential for a particular group), or people who have diverse social networks and are practiced in spreading information and adapting it for different audiences. These local speakers can model positive behavior on an ongoing basis and encourage others to spread DSI messages. Think about how your speakers will get the audience to buy into your message and spread it to their social networks, maximizing your impact. This approach is known in marketing as brand advocacy.

Find Speakers Who Have Things in Common with the Audience Groups You Aim to Influence: People are more likely to believe speakers they think share their identity, value system, or worldview. People may disbelieve a speaker simply because they think he/she doesn't have similar values, find a speaker more credible just because he/she does have shared values, or judge whether someone is an expert based on whether they have shared values. It is important for your audience members to see that they have things in common with a speaker (e.g., identity, traits, values, or social group membership). To ensure your speakers are reaching the full audience, consider whether each audience group has a speaker they think shares a common identity, worldview, or values. This may require thinking beyond the usual speakers. People who promote messages of peace or directly contradict dangerous speech may not be able to appeal to people engaged in dangerous speech and group-targeted harm. Targeting these groups may require recruiting speakers who are not traditional peace actors.

Think Multi-Partisan, not Non-Partisan or Neutral: Multi-partisan speaker groups (speaker groups that represent all sides of the conflict), rather than groups of purely neutral speakers who express no conflict-related opinions (speaker groups made up solely of known peace actors) are likely to have a stronger impact and reach a wider audience. Each audience group you seek to influence should be able to identify strongly with one of your speakers. Strong speakers who represent relevant group identities and grievances can appeal to different members of the audience. If you aim to reach people who identify strongly with dangerous speech, group grievances, and violence, this may mean recruiting people who are vocal about grievances but are against group-targeted harm, or people who were formerly involved in violence. In addition, it can be hard to find speakers who are seen as neutral, especially if the current dangerous speech revolves around fixed identities. People may be seen as part of one group or the other just because they belong to a specific religion, ethnic background, etc., even if they have explicitly declared themselves neutral. If you want your intervention to be seen as neutral, consider using multiple speakers who represent different sides of existing grievances or conflict.

Consider Using a Surprise Speaker: A "surprise speaker" can grab the audience's attention and create discussion. This is a speaker the audience wouldn't expect to deliver a DSI message. An example from traditional advertising is Dove, which is part of the beauty industry, building a campaign about how the beauty industry makes women feel bad about themselves. Even people who had heard that message before were surprised to hear it coming from Dove. In the context of DSIs, surprise speakers might include people who staunchly support one group or the other, celebrities with a reputation for being tough, or former participants in violence. For example, when IMC pastors and imams speak together, the combination of speakers is surprising. (Note: This approach may create risks if someone is seen as "traitorous" by appearing publicly with someone from "the other side.")

Use Speakers Who Can Model Desired Behaviors and Attitudes: DSI speakers can take actions – such as publicly speaking out against dangerous speech, speaking about the benefits of cooperation and diversity, or advocating non-violent resolution of grievances – that set an example for people in their
community. People may feel more comfortable speaking out or refusing to spread dangerous speech if they have seen relevant influential figures do so.\textsuperscript{76}

**Recognize the Challenges:** It can be difficult to identify speakers when dangerous speech has already begun to become the norm and when group identities have become rigid. Dangerous speech often targets moderates first, portraying them as traitors to their group because of their opposition to group-targeted harm and discrimination. Moderates can be targeted with physical violence, restraint, or attacks to their credibility (e.g., claiming that they are agents of the group targeted for harm). Once moderates have been targeted, it may be difficult to identify moderate speakers who still have credibility with their groups, and anyone speaking against dangerous speech may automatically lose credibility or face consequences (e.g., a speaker may be automatically categorized as a traitor for straying from dominant dangerous speech narratives). You can address this challenge by supporting moderates early on, understanding implications of external support for your intervention, speaking in unison, and finding creative solutions.

**Identify, protect, and build the voice of potential speakers early on.** As dangerous speech progresses, it can become increasingly difficult to protect speakers from risks of harm and from being discredited. Your intervention can build on any existing efforts. You can attempt to match speakers with messages that will allow them to stay credible. You can also think about ways speakers can assert their identity strongly (even by expressing group-related grievances) while speaking out against group-targeted harm.

**Think about the implications of international and institutional support for your initiative** and about whether these types of support will help or hurt the speakers’ credibility. Conspiracies about international intervention are easily spread and often used to target moderate speakers. If your intervention receives international support, it may be risky to make this public, and you should think about how to frame this support and how to respond if dangerous speech actors use it to discredit your work.

**Speak “in unison”:** One mitigation strategy when speakers are vulnerable to attack is to speak “in unison,” by having a group of people speak out together to reduce individual risk.\textsuperscript{79} You can facilitate this through social media or arrange for speakers to make joint statements and appearances. When dangerous speech becomes louder and more visible than opposition to group-targeted harm, people may think that everyone supports violence. If groups speak out together, it can help overcome the perception that most people support violence, and may make others feel more comfortable supporting DSIs.

**Use Fictional Speaker(s):** You can consider using a fictional speaker or speakers (e.g. by creating a radio drama, story, comic, play, pamphlet marked with a brand or symbol) to illustrate relevant concepts subtly and without putting individual speakers at risk. For example, you can use a brand as a speaker to reduce individual risk and create the perception that there is support for speaking up against dangerous speech.

**Be creative** and think about any other ways you can limit risk, for example by anonymizing speakers and creating the perception of mass participation.

---

**Example from Myanmar:** During authoritarian rule in Myanmar, “students distributed pamphlets by placing them in stacks on top of buses, to be scattered as the vehicles pulled away. Sharing pamphlets is the crime of theistributor, not the passive user who stoops to pick up an unknown piece of paper...”\textsuperscript{80} While this was a form of resistance to authoritarianism, this type of creative approach can convey mass support for a piece of communication, distribute it widely, and open opportunities for people to begin difficult conversations (they could pick up a pamphlet and use it to start a taboo conversation or access information they might be uncomfortable looking for on their own).
Part 3:
Risk Analysis & Mitigation

There are three types of risk for your speaker strategy: (1) “First Do No Harm” risks (2) intervention impact risks; (3) risks to individual speakers. For each type of risk, consider the likelihood that it will happen and the potential negative impact, as well as any mitigation strategies that can reduce or prevent the risk. Remember, it is ultimately up to you to decide if the risks of a particular strategy are too high.

See Workbook 3, pp.33-39
Instructions for identifying and mitigating specific risks are below. You can analyze risks, and decide how to invest resources or make programmatic changes, based on the likelihood that the risk will happen, and the potential negative impact if it does. As with medium risks, you can analyze risk using the following chart:

**Risk Analysis Chart**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Likelihood:</th>
<th>Impact</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High Likelihood/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High impact</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Medium Likelihood/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Medium Impact</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low Likelihood/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low Impact</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low Likelihood/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low Impact</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
First Do No Harm Risks

Risk of Increasing the Power of Dividers:

Identification: At a broad level, which speakers are the biggest dividers (successfully promoting dangerous speech and group-targeted harm or other societal divisions)? Is there any chance that your intervention could increase the power of these dividers (e.g., by making more people aware of them, increasing their audience, giving them credibility, providing recognition or legitimacy)?

Mitigation: Your mitigation strategies will depend on the ways your intervention could increase the power of divisive speakers.

Risk of Decreasing the Power of Connectors:

Identification: At a broad level, which speakers are currently the biggest connectors (are able to bring people together across conflict lines or other divisions, or combat dangerous speech)? Is there any chance that your intervention could disempower or reduce the credibility, influence, or reputation of these speakers?

Mitigation: Your mitigation strategy should ensure that your intervention does not reduce the impact of speakers who are currently having a positive influence.

The Speaker May Cause Future Harm:

Identification: Being part of your intervention will potentially legitimize and support speakers’ other activities. Consider whether any of the speakers you are supporting have the potential to use this legitimization and support to cause future harm (e.g., by recruiting supporters for violent causes).

Mitigation: Based on the likelihood and impact of this risk, you may decide not to work with these speakers.

Intervention Impact Risks:

The Speaker Changes Sides:

Identification: People can change their behavior during a conflict: an influential leader might support peace for a period of time then choose to participate in dangerous speech or violence. This could discredit your intervention. To predict the likelihood that each speaker will switch sides, consider the speaker’s history, what he/she has to lose, his/her social ties to various networks, and who is likely to apply pressure on him/her.

Mitigation: You can engage a variety of speakers and use social pressure (and a brand) to hold the speakers accountable. You can also develop action plans and narratives to use if a speaker switches sides.

The Speaker is Discredited:

Identification: People promoting group-targeted harm often discredit moderates in their own group early on, making it hard to find credible speakers. DSI speakers can become targets of negative propaganda, and if they are discredited, it can discredit their message and the overall intervention. Most speakers can be discredited, even through false information or conspiracy theories.

Mitigation: You can predict narratives that could be used to discredit each speaker. You can review how others have been discredited and analyze real factors, such as past scandals, to anticipate rumors and conspiracy theories, then proactively discredit these narratives.

The Speaker Makes the Intervention Look Biased:

Identification: If you aim to appeal to multiple sides of a conflict or multiple groups on one side, you can think about whether each speaker will make your intervention seem biased. Consider which groups the speaker is considered part of; whether the speaker has spoken out on behalf of any
of these groups; and whether the speaker has ever spoken negatively about other groups.

**Mitigation:** Biased speakers can be the most effective speakers for specific groups, and they can even be surprise speakers (e.g., if they are seen as unlikely to oppose group-targeted harm). If you do not want your intervention to appear biased, the best way to mitigate this risk is by recruiting speakers from multiple groups. Multiple biased speakers can create a balanced initiative and appeal to multiple groups.

**The Speaker is Very Disliked by Some:**

**Identification:** If some people strongly dislike a speaker, this could damage the intervention’s overall reputation.

**Mitigation:** This risk should be considered based on whether the reputational damage is worth the value the speaker brings, and whether it can be mitigated (e.g., by balancing this speaker with another speaker who is very liked by that group). Consider the pros and cons of working with this type of speaker: he or she may have a lot of credibility and influence with an audience that’s hard to reach, even if he or she isolates another group. If you decide to work with a disliked speaker, using multiple speakers or content that can reduce negative associations with the speaker can mitigate risk. You may also decide that being disliked by one group is okay because it gives the speaker added credibility with another group. Consider the long-term implications of this strategy, and be sure to have a plan about how this will change over time.

**Not All Members of Audience Groups are Reached:**

**Identification:** The speakers chosen for each audience group should have something in common with the members of the audience group, such as a fixed identity, explicit set of values, or membership in a social group, and should be influential, credible, and relevant.

**Mitigation:** If audience group members are not represented by your speakers, you can identify additional speakers to reach these groups.

---

**Risks to Individual Speakers**

**Speakers Face Personal Risks:**

**Identification:** Speakers may face personal risks by joining a DSI and speaking out publicly. If so, you can predict the types of risk each speaker may face (e.g., job loss, arrest, physical violence).

**Mitigation:** You should assess ways to protect the speaker from any identified risks. At minimum, it is your responsibility to ensure that each speaker is fully aware of the risks and makes an informed decision when he/she consents to participate.
Part 4:

Iteration

The purpose of your speakers is to get target audience groups to listen to your message: the speaker is what will make your message credible, trustworthy, relevant, and influential for the audience groups you seek to influence. As you implement your intervention, how will you know whether your speaker strategy is working? How will you find out about its impact? How will you create feedback loops so you can find out if any of the assumptions you’ve made about your speakers are wrong? For example, how will you know: if a speaker you thought was influential has lost credibility; if another speaker is isolating a certain audience; or if a speaker is engaging in activities that could threaten the credibility of your intervention? Local partners and team members will likely be able to provide these types of feedback loops simply by watching the situation on the ground. How can you give them incentives to do so, and to report accurately? Ensure that your feedback loops will enable you to hear from a diverse group of stakeholders, and be sure to verify information.
Toolbox
Building a Brand

A brand can create a common unifying identity. By creating a strong brand around your DSI, you can begin to create an alternative to the identities that are being targeted for and by dangerous speech. A strong brand will define your intervention’s values, beliefs, and personality. It can create a clear set of expectations for anyone who is part of your intervention, and help hold speakers accountable. Speakers and audience members can show off their allegiance to the brand, and show that they endorse its values, beliefs, and behaviors. This can change social norm perceptions by creating visible support for non-violence, and can create a positive identity.

For these things to happen, you need to create a strong brand identity. Why does your brand exist? What promise are you making to anyone who participates in the brand? What are your values and beliefs? You can answer these questions by going through a three-part brand building process:

1: Brand Purpose: this will help audience members and speakers understand the vision or goal that they are supporting. Your brand purpose should be a clear, simple, and easy to repeat sentence that explains why your brand exists: it’s your tagline, a simple way people can understand what it means to support your brand. It should explain what you are trying to accomplish, why people should care (even if they don’t care about peace, conflict, or politics), and what you are bringing to the table that is new or different.

2: Brand Promise: this will create clear expectations that hold speakers accountable and give audiences clarity about what they can consistently expect from the brand. Your brand promise should be a clear, simple, and easy to repeat sentence that explains what people can expect from the brand. To build your brand promise, consider what promises you can make (and keep), what people can expect from your brand (consistently over time), and the end goals that the brand will achieve over time.

3: Brand Personality: a brand personality creates behavioral, linguistic, and tonal expectations for how people represent the brand. It can be used as an internal set of guidelines to ensure that everyone behaves consistently with the brand values when they represent the brand. The brand can also create a positive alternative identity to conflict-related identities, so the personality should appeal to your audience groups. This is important for a couple of reasons. While multiple speakers may be able to reach different audience
groups through their unique personalities and experiences, the consistency of the brand can help unify these speakers with a set of brand-related behaviors. The brand personality shouldn't take away from people's own personalities, but should let different speakers work together in a way that appears and is consistent. This creates opportunities for audience members to buy into the brand and express their support: they can identify strongly with one speaker, and that speaker can connect them to the brand even if the brand includes other speakers they don't identify with.

To build a brand personality, identify values and beliefs that the brand represents, then connect these values and beliefs to behaviors. For example: What tone (e.g., calming or aggressive) will your brand use? What does your brand say about someone's identity? What are your beliefs and values and how are they expressed? What other linguistic guidelines do you need (for example, if there are specific words that should or shouldn't be used)?
Brand Personality
Promoting Peace through Unity
- Be positive, calming, hopeful, and optimistic
- Avoid aggressive tonality

Empowering and Inclusive
- Promote an inclusive identity
- Use “we”
- Listen to others and react to their opinions
- Show empathy to all

Credible
- Fact-check
Creating a Brand Advocacy Strategy

If you choose to create a brand, you can develop a brand advocacy campaign that recruits audience members to advocate for the brand and pass messages through their own social networks. This is a way to get people to spread your message beyond your direct communications, and to buy in to a unifying identity (your brand). One way to do this is by recruiting speakers who have different types of interactions with audience groups. Here are three types of speakers you can combine to reach a breadth of people and tap into people’s social networks:84

**Top Tier Speakers:** These are people who have a disproportionate amount of influence over specific communities or audience groups, but do not interact with these groups regularly. Examples include celebrities, politicians, well-known activists, media personalities, high level religious leaders, etc. Because they have a high level of influence but don’t interact regularly with the audience group you aim to influence, they can publicly support the intervention, lending legitimacy and reaching large audiences, but infrequently.

**Community Speakers:** These are people who have a strong influence in local communities and interact with the audience regularly. They can incorporate DSI content into their regular communications and offer legitimacy and strength to the messages. Examples include local religious leaders, community opinion leaders, community activists, etc.

**Audience Speakers:** These are members of the audience you want to target as speakers (for example, members of the “information spreaders” audience group who can reach a particular sector of your audience, such as business owners).

Think about how you can recruit advocates from each of these categories, and how you can recognize and reward their efforts so they will stay engaged. What can you do to make it easy for each of these speakers (especially the audience speakers) to spread your message? What content and mediums can they use to pass along the information they get from your intervention? Can you give them content they can easily spread through mediums they are already using? Can your top tier and community speakers model behaviors (e.g., sharing information on social media, passing out pamphlets, wearing armbands or T-shirts) that audience speakers can easily mimic?
3: Message Content

The content of your messages should engage your audience and influence their behavior. Message content should build on an understanding of the audience and context, and each message should have a clear goal.
Part 1:
Using a Goal-Based & Audience-Centered Approach

Your content development process can generate: (1) content that responds to specific events, (2) general and ongoing content, and (3) insights and guidelines for messaging target groups or for messaging around specific events.
**Overall Content Goal-setting:** First, you can develop overarching goals for your messaging strategy. You can create these goals based on your audience journey timelines. For example, “we want some messages that will cause people generally to evaluate information more critically and be less susceptible to misinformation/rumors about X; we want other messages that will make people understand the negative consequences if they are thinking about spreading or acting on specific messages.” These types of content categories will help you design a content strategy and prioritize time and resources for different types of content. You can develop general guidelines for content in addition to specific pieces of content.

**Micro-Goal Setting:** Once you have your overall content goals, you can develop specific micro-goals for each piece of message content. For example, “this radio spot/Facebook post/text message/public statement/sticker/meme should influence people to go home and wait for more information.” Each message or piece of content should have a clear goal (what you want to influence the audience to do/feel/think) and target a specific audience group or groups. Your goals can be very specific about the exact behavior you want to influence. For example, a message could seek to: stop audience members from participating directly in violence, harassing members of a targeted group, or providing assistance to violent groups; encourage audience members to speak or act against violence; or prevent audience members from cheering on violent action in a crowd.

**Content Development:** Once you have set overarching and specific goals, you can use your existing audience and context analysis and conduct further research to develop content guidelines and actual message content. Developing content guidelines based on insights about types of message content and about message tone and structure can be useful if there is a broad network of speakers who can use these insights to create their own content, or if you want to be prepared to create strategic content in response to unfolding events. You can record, analyze, and revise content and/or content guidelines throughout and after the research process. Be sure to involve your partners in message development so they can gain insights and strategic skills. Consistent feedback about your messages from local partners can help you detect risks.
Part 2:

Concepts and Approaches to Consider

Your content should be based on audience research, but you can draw on relevant theories to test ideas that you think might work, and to rule out content that might backfire. General guidelines, risks, and strategies are outlined on the following pages.
The Audience’s Perspective Comes First: What you intend to say or convey doesn’t matter; your intent isn’t what makes content succeed or fail. What matters is how the content is understood, interpreted, or acted upon by the audience, so it is important to keep the audience group’s perspective in mind during content development. Remember that people often do not behave rationally, so you need to understand the logic and emotions they are using to make decisions. Think about behavioral drivers (that push or pull people to do something) and barriers (that prevent people from doing something) to understand what motivates and constrains your audience's behavior. For example, empathy might be a behavioral driver, but economic incentives may be even more powerful. Your messages are all being inserted into a context and a broader conversation: try to understand how your message fits into the broader context of your audience's life, and into how your audience group members define their identities and values.

Think about Tone: The tone and type of language you use will make an impression. Think about what kind of language (e.g., slang, a specific group's language/mother tongue, significant colors or symbols) is used and understood by the audience groups you aim to influence and what the use of specific language says about your speaker/brand. Remember that speech is not only language; it can also consist of symbols or multimedia such as film or pictures. If you have chosen to use a non-language medium, you can still think about the tone (e.g., colors, font).

Be Aware That:
- Humanization may be more effective than building empathy
- Building trust should be a long term process
- Be aware that challenging people's existing beliefs or feelings may backfire
- People's natural instinct to self-justify can affect how they respond to interventions

Understanding Empathy and Humanization: It may be more impactful to focus on humanizing a targeted group rather than creating empathy.

- Empathy can help reduce prejudice and aggression between people, reduce antipathy towards other conflict groups, and increase people's willingness to take action to help another group. This is specifically true of “empathetic concern,” which is when someone feels for another person (i.e., feels concern about someone else's suffering), and is the type of empathy that is most likely to motivate someone to take action. Storytelling and narrative media can be used to stimulate empathy.

At the same time, there are several risks for using empathy. First, whom someone feels empathy for matters. Empathy can motivate someone to act on behalf of a group targeted by dangerous speech or on behalf of his/her own group: a person who feels significantly more empathy for his/her group than for the targeted group may actually be more willing to harm the targeted group, especially if he/she believes that group poses a threat (to his/her group). Empathy can also feed into motivated reasoning if the feeling of empathy contradicts a person's strongly-held belief (e.g., if empathy for a targeted group contradicts a belief that the targeted group is responsible for the economic downfall of a person's own group). This type of internal contradiction can actually lead the person to hold on to his/her initial beliefs even more strongly. In this way, provoking empathy for a targeted group may be risky, especially if someone has already taken action against the targeted group or has strong beliefs about threat and grievance. Empathy may also be reduced during conflict and may not be able to motivate action. This is because conflict creates and promotes negative perceptions of targeted groups and their motives, because social and other pressures to participate in group-targeted harm may be stronger than a feeling of empathy, and because feelings of humiliation, loss of dignity, and trauma can reduce the capacity to empathize.

- Humanization of the group targeted by dangerous speech means creating an understanding that the group's members are human, and specifically that they have a mind and mental processes. Dehumanization by comparison requires thinking of others as unthinking, unfeeling, and inherently not human at their essence. Humanization can complement or provide an alternative to empathy. One way to humanize a targeted group may be to focus on “secondary emotions.” Primary emotions, like fear, happiness,
and physical pain are emotions that humans share with animals. Secondary emotions, like humiliation, guilt, hope, and remorse are unique to humans. Research has shown that people have trouble understanding secondary emotions for other groups, especially those they are in conflict with. A focus on creating an understanding that targeted groups have secondary emotions may be a promising way to humanize members of the targeted group. Other approaches to humanizing targeted groups include broadening the groups people identify as their own, for example by creating an identity that includes members of the targeted group and the group doing the targeting. You can also think about ways to show that the dehumanized group has multiple identities (the group consists of individuals with many different tastes, opinions, behaviors, etc.).

Similarly to empathy, humanization may encounter challenges around motivated reasoning. It may be effective to combine empathy and humanization, for example, by focusing empathy-related content on secondary emotions.

**Trust: A Long-term Phenomenon:** Violence prevention strategies often focus on increasing trust between groups. If trust is new and somewhat fragile, claims that a group is trustworthy may be easily discredited, and in turn discredit your initiative. Building trust also creates the opportunity for feelings of betrayal, which, unlike anger or fear, can only exist if there is trust first. Trust may need to be created through a slow, long-term process, built durably by example rather than through message content.

**Challenging People’s Existing Beliefs or Feelings May Backfire:** Recall that people’s feelings and beliefs affect how they react to new information, often even more than rational reasoning. People can feel psychologically threatened when forced to confront facts and information that directly challenge things they already feel or believe to be true. This is the case especially if the new information challenges people’s sense of identity, meaning that challenging existing beliefs and feelings may be particularly difficult if they relate to group identities. In addition to motivated reasoning, new information can backfire by causing people to hold more strongly to their existing beliefs (they will create counterarguments to the new facts, recall others who share their view, avoid the information entirely, or selectively interpret the new information); or by making false claims more familiar (and increasing their perceived validity).

This means that messages that seem intuitively pro-peace may trigger motivated reasoning, and backfire. For example, saying that a group is not under threat may trigger a defensive response and make that group feel more under threat—“see, they don’t even recognize the extreme threat we live under, no one else will be willing to help us: we need to protect ourselves.”

**To avoid motivated reasoning,** it is important not to present new information in a way that triggers a defensive reaction or makes people feel insecure or threatened. Making people feel secure in their identity may make them more open to facts or arguments that directly contradict their strongly-held beliefs. You can do this by creating opportunities for self-affirmation (such as asking people to affirm their existing beliefs and values), or by boosting people’s self-esteem and making them feel good about themselves before providing challenging information. You can also choose not to target the most extreme groups, who hold beliefs most strongly, and instead target moderates, who hold the beliefs but aren’t as attached to them. New information can be packaged to build on peoples’ existing beliefs and worldview. For example, you might recognize and affirm a grievance while providing an alternative to violence; challenge the ability of violence to achieve group goals; or frame new information or behaviors in terms of strongly held values, beliefs, and/or feelings.

Narrative media or storytelling that challenges beliefs more subtly may be less threatening to audiences and may not trigger the same level of defensive reaction.

To ensure that your efforts to counter false information do not lend it legitimacy or familiarity, you can also:

- Try to correct false information as quickly as possible, because the more familiar people become with misinformation, the more they are likely to believe that it’s true.
• Instead of negating false information, use positive framing (for example, instead of saying “Group X isn’t plotting against us,” you can say “Group X is open to dialogue”). Negations can cause people to remember the false information more clearly.106
• Do not repeat false claims or information when countering; this can make them seem more familiar, which makes people more likely to believe them. If you need to repeat a false claim, be sure to give a warning that the information is false beforehand.107
• Give an alternative explanation for the false belief (e.g. for a behavior that is being used as evidence that “Group X is plotting against us”).108
• Be sure that the correction comes from a trusted source, and does not come from a source that the audience associates with biased information.109

Be Aware of Self-Justification: When people participate in negative behavior (e.g., dangerous speech or group-targeted harm), they tend to justify that behavior in order to feel good about themselves and their actions.110 If you want to reach people who have already taken negative actions, it may be helpful to consider how you can enable them to change their behavior without threatening their idea of themselves as good (for example, by providing a narrative they can use to tie their past behavior and image of themselves with a new commitment to non-violence).

Consider Effective Messaging Approaches:
• Create Incentives Through Appeals to Interests
• Create Unifying Identities
• Change the Conversation
• Reinforce Common Goals
• Provide Accountability
• Use Aspirational Messaging
• Correct Descriptive Norms
• Distract
• Get There First: Psychological Preparation
• Use Stories and Narrative Media
• Use the Medium itself to Convey a Message

Create Incentives Through Appeals to Interests: Dangerous speech often promises rewards and/or threatens punishment. Moderates may be targeted for ostracism or harm while participants may be rewarded with inclusion, recognition, looted goods, etc.111 Is it possible to appeal to audience interests with key incentives, value, or pressure for positive actions? Offering value in exchange for positive action and appealing to audience interests and incentives are key. There are several types of value that a DSI can provide to its audience.

Tangible rewards for positive behavior may be useful. The tangible rewards themselves are unlikely to increase positive action, but can create a culture in which positive action is recognized and rewarded. Giveaways like T-shirts and wristbands may be used to symbolize acceptance and membership to a group. Access to services and a support network may increase feelings of safety and security in speaking out.

Pride, gratitude, and social recognition that makes someone feel valued for a certain action, attribute, or event, can motivate people to action, and can be given through public praise and acknowledgment.112 Your content can increase pride, social standing, gratitude, and public recognition for people taking positive actions. This will reinforce positive norms and strengthen a group identity where status (pride and recognition) is attained through positive action.

Positive recognition, pre-action, such as thanking and congratulating individuals for their positive actions before they have actually taken them (e.g., “thank you for your support for peace”; “for your patience as this issue is resolved”) could influence people’s behavior in a positive way and prevent them from acting negatively.113 It may be most effective if this is done when people are deciding whether to take a new negative or positive action.

Create Unifying Identities: People are more likely to participate in violence or cause harm if they are acting as part of a group instead of alone.114 Dangerous speech can create strong group identities around violence and enable people to justify actions that would otherwise be seen as immoral. Your messages
can meet people’s needs for group membership and belonging by redefining a group identity or creating an alternate identity narrative in which hostility toward another group is not a defining characteristic of the group. For example, DSIs can tap into identities other than people’s dangerous speech identity (such as identities related to professions, sports, gender, etc.) or craft new identities to create a sense of belonging in groups that do not fall along conflict lines. You can use symbols (such as colors, armbands, etc.) to let people signal their membership to the group. Strong positive group identities can create a safe space for people to share opinions and ideas that go against dominant dangerous speech narratives. Acting as part of a group may help make people feel less helpless and believe that their actions matter and serve a greater purpose. Prompting people in a group to think about their own personal values may also help.

**Change the Conversation:** This may go hand-in-hand with creating a unifying identity. You can attempt to change the conversation to promote desired attitudes and behaviors without directly addressing the hostilities that are fueling dangerous speech. For example, you can change the conversation from being about whether or not to use violence against a group to which are the most important needs and grievances to address, and which of several options can be used to address them. This can help shift conversations without appearing initially or overtly threatening. You can also provide new information through affirming statements instead of as negations or part of an existing conversation. For example, instead of countering stereotypes with negations (e.g. this group is not lazy), you can use affirming language and framing (e.g. many members of this group wake up early to fish every day) for better results.

**Framing and counterframing techniques** can help you change the conversation. People frame issues to promote an interpretation of a problem and a solution. For example, an economic downturn could be framed as the result of corrupt leadership, meaning corrupt leadership is the problem that must be addressed. It could also be framed as the result of Group A taking over the economy, making the problem Group A. Dangerous speech often frames issues and events to promote the idea that the target group is the problem that must be dealt with. How issues and events are framed influences what actions people believe are appropriate and necessary.

Instead of trying to win an argument within the dangerous speech frame, you can promote a frame that advances a different understanding of the underlying problem and therefore offers different solutions. For example, you can frame a grievance as a socioeconomic issue rather than an ethnic or religious issue. Frames will work best if they build on people’s existing values and worldviews. It may be difficult to reach people who have fully bought into frames that promote a target group as the problem, so when new issues arise, being the first to frame them can give you an important advantage.

**Creating an Alternate Identity: Muslims in Rwanda:** In Rwanda, Muslim leaders proactively prepared their communities to resist violence. They provided a lens through which individuals could anticipate and understand conflict-related events, psychologically prepared them for resistance, and created clear normative and moral expectations for how Muslims should act when violence came. Muslim leaders recognized in advance of the genocide that political and ethnic polarization might lead to conflict and acted to emphasize community values that contradicted the identity narrative promoted by Hutu extremists. “They sensitized the public to reject the hate propaganda. They cited the teachings of the Quran and instructed people not to participate in violence when it came.” Teachers countered divisive propaganda in Muslim schools and reminded
Reinforce Common Goals: Appealing to shared interests and needs may help increase cooperation and reduce hostility between groups. Shared goals or interests may include economic prosperity or job creation, and you can frame these goals as dependent on cooperation or as placed at risk by violence.

Provide Accountability: DSIs can provide accountability that is often missing when people act in a group. Your content can make it clear that people are paying attention to each other's actions and can remind audience members about consequences for negative actions (e.g., economic loss, punishment). By making it clear and public that some people are choosing to act morally, messages can serve as a reminder that people have a choice in their actions.

Use Aspirational Messaging: Messages that show the benefits of a positive behavior (the benefits of peace instead of just the cost of violence) can show individuals what they have to gain by acting peacefully and be incorporated into your content strategy.

Correct Descriptive Norms (Norms-Based Campaigns): People behave based on how others in the groups they associate themselves with behave. Correcting misperceptions of descriptive norms (what people think everyone else is doing or approves/disapproves of) can influence behavior. People often overestimate the prevalence of negative behaviors and opinions (e.g., how many people spread or approve of dangerous speech), and act based on this misperception. Norms-based campaigns usually conduct initial research about perceptions (what people think the norms are), and then conduct surveys of actual behavior and opinions. This research identifies gaps between perceptions and reality, and your message content can correct misperceptions. If you decide to target social norms, there are several key insights on norms-based communication campaigns that you can keep in mind:

• Giving people information about actual norms will be most effective if it relates to the most relevant peer group possible (i.e., the people they see as being most like them). In a dangerous speech situation, this may mean developing data about norms within specific groups, such as religious leaders or members of a specific faith. This information should always be true, so that it does not backfire and reduce your credibility.

• Make desired attitudes and behavior active and visible rather than passive and invisible. Dangerous speech tends to be very visible, which can lead people to believe that everyone else agrees with its message. You can increase the visibility of the attitudes and behavior you want to promote and create the perception that many or most people actively endorse and engage in them. Social pressure (e.g., consciousness of being watched by

Creating an Alternate Identity: Tuzla: In Bosnia, the people of Tuzla created an identity based on their geographic location (the city of Tuzla) instead of their conflict (ethnic) identities. Public statements by the city’s leadership, as well as songs commissioned to celebrate the common identity of the people of Tuzla, and a sense of pride about the Tuzla identity (versus other places where people were divided) were promoted to strengthen this identity and resist participation in the conflict.
peers who are known to approve or disapprove of a behavior) can make people behave in line with social norms, even if they don’t agree with the norm.\textsuperscript{132} You can try to change peoples’ perceptions of what other people will think of them if they do or don’t engage in a behavior to create social pressure for the attitudes and behavior you seek to promote.\textsuperscript{133}

- Communication can be combined with incentives for people to show their support of your intervention – for example, a successful campaign to reduce college binge drinking used monetary incentives to increase student use of campaign pins and posters.\textsuperscript{134}

- Norms generally begin to change with a small group of individuals who are committed to a new norm; when enough people buy in, there is large-scale norm change.\textsuperscript{135} Pro-dangerous speech norms that are already in place may make people feel unsafe expressing their opinion. Openly challenging these norms and “the pressure to conform” and creating the impression that there is support for countering dangerous speech can reduce social pressure and help prompt norm change.\textsuperscript{136} You can also create spaces (this could include specific social connections and networks, not just physical spaces) where people feel safe engaging in DSI.\textsuperscript{137}

- One risk with descriptive norm campaigns is the “boomerang effect” in which individuals who are behaving favorably compared to the norm behave worse when they learn that they are over-performing compared to others. You can mitigate this risk by conveying social approval for people’s exemplary actions (e.g., congratulating them).\textsuperscript{138}

Note: To complement a norms-based approach, you can attempt to change peoples’ attitude towards a behavior, specifically what they think the outcome of the behavior will be, and whether they feel capable of doing the behavior. For example, you could add positive beliefs and target negative beliefs about what will happen if someone speaks out against dangerous speech, and increase their belief that they can do it (for example, to make someone who thinks, “I can’t speak out against dangerous speech because I will get nervous and I won’t be able to do it,” to feeling like speaking out is something they can do).\textsuperscript{139} Messages can build on people’s positive beliefs in their ability to do the behavior, attack negative beliefs, or provide support (e.g. providing a message, poster, flyer that they can share) to help them do it.\textsuperscript{140}

Example from the Field: Within Rwandan Muslim communities, there was a safe space where people could trust that others would collaborate to resist participation in the genocide. The strength of the resistance norm and identity meant that anyone who acted or suggested acting otherwise faced pushback from others.\textsuperscript{141} This also facilitated open communication to plan and prepare resistance, while in many other groups this was not possible (e.g., there was fear that a neighbor might turn you in if you discussed a desire to resist).\textsuperscript{142}
**Distract:** In heated moments when individuals are considering what actions to take, your messages can try to distract them or redirect their attention, giving them time to calm down and be more thoughtful in their decision-making.\(^{143}\)

**Get There First: Psychological Preparation:** People form opinions based on what they already know and believe, so you can prepare people to resist and counter dangerous speech by giving them a framework to interpret future dangerous speech and related events. If you foresee increased dangerous speech and incitement, work to create a strong identity with clear norms for what actions are approved and normal in relation to dangerous speech. You can also frame the situation in advance, for example by saying that people will try to cause divisions to serve their own interests, and people should not listen when they hear such propaganda. This type of content may be able to change how people interpret dangerous speech. For example, the leadership of both the Muslim community in Rwanda and of Tuzla in Bosnia prepared the community for incitement and set clear expectations for how they should act.\(^{144}\) If you use this approach, consider the risk of creating alarm and feeding into existing fears, rumors, or propaganda.

**Use Stories & Narrative Media:** Stories and narrative media can provide information in a non-threatening way and exemplify positive behavior. They can help people consider relevant situations and learn about the risks of dangerous speech. For example, the Musekeweya Radio drama in Rwanda was able to shift social norms around speaking up while Sawa Shabab’s use of radio drama provided opportunities for audience members to discuss potential situations and think about what they would do in those situations.\(^{146}\)

**Use the Medium Itself to Convey a Message:** Mediums and actions can be infused with meaning and used to send a message. This can mean getting people to wear a certain colored wristband or T-shirt that shows solidarity with opposition to dangerous speech, or infusing meaning into an action (such as lighting a candle in a window, or posting a picture to social media with a specific pose or symbol – like the peace sign – the communicates a specific meaning).
Part 3: Risk Analysis

It is important to analyze risk for each piece of content you create and disseminate. You should consider three types of risks: (1) “Do No Harm” risks; (2) risks to the speaker or initiative; (3) impact risks. As with your Medium and Speaker strategies, identify the risks; then analyze whether they have a high, medium, or low likelihood of occurrence and potential negative impact; then adapt your strategy accordingly.
First Do No Harm

**Identification:** The most important type of risk analysis for messages is to ensure that there won’t be unintended negative consequences (for example, increased risk of violence, or risks to individuals). Could your message or overall strategy increase the risk of violence by creating or contributing to a perception that many or most people are participating in dangerous speech and/or group-targeted harm? By creating alarm, panic, or starting a rumor? In any other way? Also consider whether the message could lend credibility or increase awareness about existing dangerous speech content, or decrease credibility and influence of messages that are currently having a positive impact. Finally, consider whether the message could put any individual, group, or institution at risk.

**Mitigation:** If there is a medium or high likelihood that a message will create harm, you should not use that message. If there is a low likelihood that the message will cause harm, but the harm would be medium or high, you should not use that message. For other categories, use your best judgment to ensure that messages will not create harm, and consider if there are ways to change the messages or message delivery to minimize risk.

Risks to the Speaker and/or Initiative

**Identification:** A message can put its speaker (an individual, organization, or your intervention as a whole) at risk of targeted backlash or of being discredited. If a speaker or the intervention overall is discredited, it will be difficult to maintain influence with the relevant audience groups. Consider whether the message poses a risk to the reputation of the speaker and/or intervention (e.g., by making a promise that you cannot ensure will be kept, providing inaccurate information or information that may become inaccurate, or by making the speaker/intervention seem “immoral” to the audience). You can also assess whether the message makes the speaker or the intervention appear biased. Finally, evaluate whether the message could put the speaker, intervention, or any other actor at risk of legal action or any other type of harm or censorship.

**Mitigation:** You can include your speaker(s) in this decision. If there is a medium or high likelihood of a medium or high impact risk, you should change the message. If there is a low likelihood but high or medium impact, work with the speaker to develop a strategy. For other categories, use your best judgment, and consider if there are ways to change the messages or message delivery to minimize risk.
Impact Risks

Identification: You should screen each message to see if there is a risk that it will prompt motivated reasoning or a "backfire effect."

Mitigation: The best way to ensure that each message has the intended impact is to develop messages based on a clear understanding of the audience it is intended to reach.

Risk Analysis Chart

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Likelihood:</th>
<th>Impact</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- High likelihood/high impact
- High likelihood/medium impact
- High likelihood/low impact
- Medium likelihood/medium impact
- Medium likelihood/low impact
- Low likelihood/low impact
- Low likelihood/medium impact
- Low likelihood/high impact
As you send out message content, it will be important to find out if it is having its intended impact, and if it is having a negative impact. Are people talking about your content? Making decisions based on it? Using it to fuel rumors or dangerous speech? By setting up feedback loops within the communities your intervention reaches, e.g., through local partners, you can constantly learn more about the impact of your messages and refine and change your messages and assumptions for greater impact.
Focus Groups: Focus groups can be used to:
• Learn about behavioral incentives, drivers, and barriers for different audience groups.
• Learn more about how people discuss dangerous speech, discrimination, and group-targeted harm so you can decide where and how to shape conversations.
• Test message content and get audience feedback. You can see how messages are received, and ask the group to talk about how they think their peers or other communities would react to the messages. You can also test how message content that is developed for a specific audience is interpreted by a different audience group (e.g., to identify risks).
• Focus groups can also be used to co-develop content (see below).

Friendship Groups: Friendship groups can be used to:
• Learn more about how people discuss dangerous speech, discrimination, and group-targeted harm. Understanding how these conversations play out can help you understand where and how to intervene to try to push them in a different direction.
• Learn how different social groups impact people’s behavior and opinions by comparing individual interviews and social conversations.
• Test message content and get feedback, especially about how people will react to messages when they are received in a social setting.
Friendship groups are similar to focus groups, but instead of identifying participants separately, they bring together small groups of friends and family (2-5 people) and you observe them discussing relevant topics. You can facilitate the conversation by asking questions for the group to discuss with each other. These questions should be related to your goals (e.g., get people to talk about stereotypes; grievances and what should be done about them; their group identity; their fears; their hopes for the future). You can create a friendship group for an audience group by identifying a member of that audience group (for example, an information spreader or a reluctant audience member), and asking him/her to invite friends or family members to a discussion. You can interview participants separately then bring them together for a joint discussion. It is important to make all participants feel comfortable, and to ensure that they don't feel judged. Similarly to focus groups, consider how to explain the exercise in order to recruit participants.

**Message Co-creation:** Message co-creation content can be used in multiple ways:

- The messages that the group creates (and their conversations around these messages) can be analyzed for content (e.g., you can identify common behavioral drivers and barriers for different audience groups), tone, language, and risk, then edited to become final content.
- The content can be edited into templates that you can use and edit as events unfold.
- You can use the content and conversations to identify useful tones, language, incentives, and behavioral drivers and barriers, and incorporate these insights into message guidelines.

Message co-creation involves developing messages with the audience groups you aim to influence. You present the audience groups with specific scenarios that you want to develop content for, and ask participants what they would say to a peer to persuade him or her to take or not take an action (e.g., not to spread a rumor). There are two main ways you can do this:

1. **Developing Messages for Specific Triggers/Decision Moments:** You can ask people to develop content that can influence people during specific conflict triggers or decision-making moments. Outline the series of audience behaviors you are trying to change (see Audience Journeys), and create behavior chains for specific situations or scenarios you want to focus on.
Use these behavior chains to pose questions. For example, if you create a behavior chain in which you want an audience group to ask questions about a rumor before spreading it, you can show this behavior chain to participants, and ask: “if you had a friend who was in this situation and was considering whether or not to spread a rumor, what would you say to convince him/her to ask a question about it?” (You can get even more specific, for example by specifying a medium: “What would you want him/her to hear on the radio?” “What would you want his/her pastor to say?”). It’s helpful to ask participants what they would tell someone else, because it lets them be honest without taking the risk of talking about themselves directly. You can find out whether each message has its intended behavioral impact based on these behavior chains.

2. Developing Messages for Long-term Change or Education: You can involve participants in creating messages for long-term goal items. For example, if the goal is to debunk a specific stereotype, you could ask people what might make them or a friend reconsider or question that stereotype. If you want to educate people about specific topics, you can ask what people are confused about, and have a group of participants design educational content. You can also have groups review content to make sure that it is accessible for the target group (that the language is easy, understandable, appealing, etc.).

Think about how you want people to develop the content. Do you want them each to come up with content then share it with the group and discuss? Do you want them to work in small groups of 2-3 to come up with the messages, then present back and discuss? When they share, do you want them to present, or do you want everyone to put their content in anonymously then have the facilitator read the content back to the group? As you decide which approach to use, remember that the aim is to make the participants as comfortable, honest, and thoughtful as possible so you can get accurate information.

Ideally you can do this exercise with members of the audience group the messages are targeting. It may be hard to recruit some audience groups: for example, dangerous speech speakers may not be willing to participate. To address this challenge, consider:

- Recruit people who used to be a member of the group but are no longer part of it (e.g., people who spread dangerous speech or participated in violence but don’t anymore).
- Recruit people who are at risk (people who are likely to participate
in dangerous speech but haven’t yet or people who are participating reluctantly) and have not fully accepted the dangerous speech message.

- Finally, you can recruit people who are close to these individuals (e.g., mothers, friends, etc.) and ask them to come up with messages. For example, “if you had a boyfriend who was unemployed, politically active, and upset about the recent price increases in the market place, and he was approached to attend a rally against Group X, what would you say to persuade him not to do it?”

**Observational Research:** You can use observational research to figure out the type of language (the language itself, common phrases, slang, and the general tone) that people use, and learn about how people respond to communications and events (e.g., how people are reacting to a radio show or news). It can help you stay up to date on narratives that support or counter dangerous speech and regularly update your content strategy and risk analysis. For example, if a word generally used for peace carries a connotation of “being passive” or “neglecting group grievances,” you may want to replace that word in your message.

**Interviews:** Simple one-on-one interviews with members of audience groups or local partners can help you get feedback on questions and content. People may be more honest outside their social/group setting, especially if there is fear of speaking about these topics in public or in front of peers (for example, reluctant participants in dangerous speech may not want to talk publicly).
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